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REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE 

Pursuant to California Rule of Court 8.252 and California 

Evidence Code section 452, petitioner Legislature of the State of California 

hereby requests that the Court take judicial notice of the following 

documents:  

1. U.S. Department of Commerce Secretary Wilbur 

Ross’s Press Release from April 13, 2020 and Work Plan titled “2020 

Census Operational Adjustments Due to COVID-19,” attached as 

Exhibit A to the Declaration of Thomas A. Willis.   

2. Dr. Kenneth McCue’s August 2011 report for the 

Statewide Database titled “Creating California’s Official Redistricting 

Database,” attached as Exhibit B to the Declaration of Thomas A. Willis.   

3. Census Bureau Press Release from March 8, 2011 

announcing release of data to California, attached as Exhibit C to the 

Declaration of Thomas A. Willis.   

4. Letter dated April 13, 2011, from the Legislature to the 

California Redistricting Commission delivering redistricting dataset, 

attached as Exhibit D to the Declaration of Thomas A. Willis.   

5. The text of Senate Bill No. 970 (Reg. Sess. 2019-20), 

attached as Exhibit E to the Declaration of Thomas A. Willis.   

6. Email from James Schwab to the Legislature regarding 

November 2020 ballot deadlines and costs, attached as Exhibit F to the 

Declaration of Thomas A. Willis.   

7. The 2020 Legislative Calendars (for both the Senate 

and Assembly), attached as Exhibit G to the Declaration of Thomas A. 

Willis.   
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Exhibits A and C are official acts of the U.S. Department of 

Commerce which are the proper subject of judicial notice under Evidence 

Code section 452(c), which provides that judicial notice may be taken of 

official acts of the legislative, executive, and judicial departments of the 

United States and of any state of the United States.  Exhibit A is relevant to 

show the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2020 operational adjustments due to the 

COVID-19 global pandemic, and to establish that such plan was announced 

by the Secretary of Commerce on April 13, 2020.  Exhibit C is relevant to 

show the date the Census Bureau delivered the 2010 census data to the 

State of California, which establishes that it took the Legislature 

approximately five weeks to construct and deliver the dataset to the 

California Redistricting Commission. 

Exhibit B is an administrative report capable of immediate 

and accurate determination by resort to sources of reasonably indisputable 

accuracy, which is the proper subject of judicial notice under Evidence 

Code section 452(h).  Exhibit B is relevant to show the process undertaken 

by the California Legislature to construct and deliver the 2010 Census 

dataset to the California Redistricting Commission in 2011, and the 

calculations and disaggregation of data involved in that process. 

Exhibits D, E, and G are official acts of the California State 

Legislature and are the proper subjects of judicial notice under Evidence 

Code sections 452(c), which provides that judicial notice may be taken of 

official acts of the legislative, executive, and judicial departments of the 

United States and of any state of the United States.  Exhibit D is relevant to 

show the date the California Legislature delivered the 2010 census data to 

the California Redistricting Commission, which establishes that it took the 

Legislature approximately five weeks to construct and deliver the dataset 
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from the date it received the data from the U.S. Census Bureau.  Exhibit E 

is relevant to show ongoing efforts by the California Legislature to contend 

with a compressed timeline as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.  

Exhibit G is relevant to show the dates the California Senate and Assembly 

adjourn for summer recess and reconvene.  

Exhibit F is an official act of the California Secretary of 

State’s office and is the proper subject of judicial notice under Evidence 

Code sections 452(c), which provides that judicial notice may be taken of 

official acts of the legislative, executive, and judicial departments of the 

United States and of any state of the United States.  Exhibit F is relevant to 

show that the Secretary of State’s office, through Chief Deputy Secretary of 

State James Schwab, has informed the Legislature that the last day it can 

place a constitutional amendment on the November 2020 election ballot is 

July 26, 2020. 

Exhibits A, B, C, D, E, F, and G were not presented to the 

Court of Appeal, because this matter is presented for the first time to this 

Court under the Court’s original jurisdiction. 

 

 Dated:  June 3, 2020 Respectfully submitted, 

 

OLSON REMCHO, LLP 

 

 

By:  /s/ Robin B. Johansen                      

Attorneys for Petitioner Legislature 

of the State of California 
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DECLARATION OF THOMAS A. WILLIS 

I, Thomas A. Willis, declare under penalty of perjury as follow: 

1. I am one of the attorneys for petitioner Legislature of the State of 

California.  I submit this declaration in support of the Emergency Petition for Writ of 

Mandate and Request for Immediate Relief filed by petitioner. 

2. Attached as Exhibit A is the U.S. Department of Commerce 

Secretary Wilbur Ross’s Press Release from April 13, 2020 along with an updated work 

plan titled “2020 Census Operational Adjustments Due to COVID-19.”  This copy was 

obtained on June 1, 2020 from the 2020 Census website at 2020census.gov. 

3. Attached as Exhibit B is Dr. Kenneth McCue’s August 2011 report 

for the Statewide Database titled “Creating California’s Official Redistricting Database.”  

This copy was obtained on June 1, 2020 from the Statewide Database website at 

statewidedatabase.org. 

4. Attached as Exhibit C is the Census Bureau Press Release from 

March 8, 2011 announcing release of data to California.  This copy was obtained on 

June 1, 2020 from the U.S. Census Bureau’s website at census.gov. 

5. Attached as Exhibit D is a letter dated April 13, 2011, from the 

Legislature to the California Redistricting Commission delivering the redistricting 

dataset.  This copy was obtained from the State Legislature on or about the date it was 

released and maintained in our firm’s files since then.   

6. Attached as Exhibit E is the text of Senate Bill No. 970 (Reg. 

Sess. 2019-20), along with the Legislative Counsel’s Digest and Synopsis.  This copy 

was obtained on June 1, 2020 from the California Legislative Information website at 

leginfo.legislature.ca.gov. 

7. Attached as Exhibit F is an email from James Schwab to the 

Legislature regarding November 2020 ballot deadlines and costs.  This copy was 
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obtained on or about May 22, 2020 from Edson Perez, Principal Consultant to the 

California State Senate and recipient of the email. 

8. Attached as Exhibit G is the 2020 Legislative Calendars for the 

California Senate and Assembly.  This copy was obtained on June 1, 2020 from the 

California Senate and Assembly’s websites, at senate.ca.gov and assembly.ca.gov 

respectively. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.  I 

have firsthand knowledge of the same, except as to those matters described on 

information and belief, and if called upon to do so, I could and would testify competently 

thereto.  Executed this 3rd day of June, 2020, in Cloverdale, California. 

 

 

                                                       

THOMAS A. WILLIS 
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PROOF OF SERVICE 

I, the undersigned, declare under penalty of perjury that: 

I am a citizen of the United States, over the age of 18, and not a party to the 

within cause of action.  My business address is 1901 Harrison Street, Suite 1550, 

Oakland, CA  94612. 

On June 3, 2020, I served a true copy of the following document(s): 

Legislature of the State of California’s 

Request for Judicial Notice; 

Declaration of Thomas A. Willis 

 

on the following party(ies) in said action: 

 

Steven Reyes 

Chief Counsel 

Secretary of State 

1500 11th Street, 6th Floor 

Sacramento, CA  95814 

Phone:  (916) 651-8297 

Email:  steve.reyes@sos.ca.gov 

Attorney for Respondent Secretary 

of State Alex Padilla 

 

☐ BY UNITED STATES MAIL:  By enclosing the document(s) in a sealed 

envelope or package addressed to the person(s) at the address above and 

☐ depositing the sealed envelope with the United States Postal Service, 

with the postage fully prepaid.  

☐ placing the envelope for collection and mailing, following our 

ordinary business practices.  I am readily familiar with the business’s 

practice for collecting and processing correspondence for mailing.  

On the same day that correspondence is placed for collection and 

mailing, it is deposited in the ordinary course of business with the 

United States Postal Service, located in Oakland, California, in a 

sealed envelope with postage fully prepaid. 

☐ BY OVERNIGHT DELIVERY:  By enclosing the document(s) in an 

envelope or package provided by an overnight delivery carrier and 

addressed to the persons at the addresses listed.  I placed the envelope or 

package for collection and overnight delivery at an office or a regularly 

utilized drop box of the overnight delivery carrier. 
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☐ BY MESSENGER SERVICE:  By placing the document(s) in an 

envelope or package addressed to the persons at the addresses listed and 

providing them to a professional messenger service for service. 

☐ BY FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION:  By faxing the document(s) to the 

persons at the fax numbers listed based on an agreement of the parties to 

accept service by fax transmission.  No error was reported by the fax 

machine used.  A copy of the fax transmission is maintained in our files. 

☒ BY EMAIL TRANSMISSION:  By emailing the document(s) to the 

persons at the email addresses listed based on a court order or an agreement 

of the parties to accept service by email.  No electronic message or other 

indication that the transmission was unsuccessful was received within a 

reasonable time after the transmission. 

I declare, under penalty of perjury, that the foregoing is true and correct.  

Executed on June 3, 2020, in Oakland, California. 

 

 

 

  

Nina Leathley 

 
(00410208-3) 
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U.S. Department of Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross and
U.S. Census Bureau Director Steven Dillingham Statement
on 2020 Census Operational Adjustments Due to COVID-19
In light of the COVID-19 outbreak, the U.S. Census Bureau is adjusting 2020 Census operations.

APRIL 13, 2020
RELEASE NUMBER CB20-RTQ.16

APRIL 13, 2020 — The 2020 Census is underway and more households across America are responding every day.
Over 70 million households have responded to date, representing over 48% of all households in America. In light of
the COVID-19 outbreak, the U.S. Census Bureau is adjusting 2020 Census operations in order to:

Protect the health and safety of the American public and Census Bureau employees.

Implement guidance from federal, state and local authorities.

Ensure a complete and accurate count of all communities.

The Census Bureau temporarily suspended 2020 Census field data collection activities in March. Steps are already
being taken to reactivate field offices beginning June 1, 2020, in preparation for the resumption of field data
collection operations as quickly as possible following June 1.

In-person activities, including all interaction with the public, enumeration, office work and processing activities, will
incorporate the most current guidance to promote the health and safety of staff and the public. This will include
recommended personal protective equipment (PPE) and social distancing practices.

Once 2020 Census data collection is complete, the Census Bureau begins a lengthy, thorough and scientifically
rigorous process to produce the apportionment counts, redistricting information and other statistical data products
that help guide hundreds of billions of dollars in public and private sector spending per year.

https://2020census.gov/en/news-events/operational-adjustments-covid-19.html
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In order to ensure the completeness and accuracy of the 2020 Census, the Census Bureau is seeking statutory relief
from Congress of 120 additional calendar days to deliver final apportionment counts.

Under this plan, the Census Bureau would extend the window for field data collection and self-response to October
31, 2020, which will allow for apportionment counts to be delivered to the President by April 30, 2021, and
redistricting data to be delivered to the states no later than July 31, 2021.

###

Related Information

2020 Census Operational Adjustments Due
to COVID-19

We’re adapting or delaying some of our
operations to protect the health and safety of
our staff and the public and make sure we get
the same population counted.

PRESS RELEASE

Contact

Public Information Office

 301-763-3030

 pio@census.gov

https://2020census.gov/en/news-events/operational-adjustments-covid-19.html
tel:301-763-3030
mailto:pio@census.gov
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2020 Census Operational 
Adjustments Due to COVID-19
The 2020 Census is underway, and more than 
half of the households across America have 
responded and more are responding every 
day. Online, phone, and mailed self-responses 
will continue throughout the data collection 
process. In light of the COVID-19 outbreak, the 
U.S. Census Bureau has adjusted 2020 Census 
operations in order to:

• Protect the health and safety of the American 
public and Census Bureau employees.

• Implement guidance from federal, state, and 
local authorities regarding COVID-19.

• Ensure a complete and accurate count of all 
communities. 

The Office of Management and Budget and the 
Office of Personnel Management have provided 
federal agencies with guidelines for resuming 
operations on an epidemiologically sound, 
data-driven basis, adhering to the latest federal, 
state, and local guidance. The Census Bureau 

continues to monitor the changing conditions at 
the state and local level, and in consultation with 
the appropriate officials, update its planned start 
dates for selected operations in selected states. 

The information the Census Bureau receives 
daily from FEMA and state and local authorities 
guides Census Bureau decisions on timing. As a 
result, selected field operations will resume on a 
phased schedule on a geographic basis.

Under the adjusted 2020 Census operational 
plan, the Census Bureau is conducting a series 
of preparatory activities so we are fully ready to 
resume field activities as we continue to advance 
the mission of the 2020 Census to ensure 
a complete and accurate count. In-person 
activities, including enumeration, office work, 
and processing activities, will always incorporate 
the most current guidance from authorities to 
ensure the health and safety of the public and 
Census Bureau employees.

Activity/Operation Original Schedule New Schedule

Self-Response Phase
Online, phone, and mailed self-responses continue 
throughout the data collection process. 

March 12–July 31 March 12– 
October 31

Group Quarters (e-Response and  
Paper Enumeration)
Many group quarters have already begun responding 
through our e-response enumeration option.

April 2–June 5 April 2– 
September 3

Remote Alaska
Early operation to reach parts of Alaska that may 
be difficult to reach later in the year and whose 
populations depart for other activities. The operation 
will be mostly completed on the original planned 
schedule, though some areas with year-round 
populations will be enumerated when it is safe to do so. 

January 21–April 30 Tentatively  
January 21– 
June 19, but may 
need further review 
and coordination.
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Activity/Operation Original Schedule New Schedule

Island Areas
Census takers interview households in American 
Samoa, the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana 
Islands, Guam, and the U.S. Virgin Islands. This 
operation is coordinated with the local Island Areas 
governments. Census takers use paper questionnaires 
to interview households. 

February 3–June 30 Needs further 
review and 
coordination 
with Island Areas 
governments and 
stakeholders.

Field Offices at Peak Operations 
Managers and staff commence administrative, training, 
deployment, and support activities for peak data 
collection operations. This includes selecting and hiring 
field staff. 

March 1 Selected Area 
Census Offices 
starting May 4.

Update Leave—Stateside
Census takers drop off invitations to respond and 
paper questionnaires at the front doors of 5 million 
households stateside while updating the addresses. 

March 15–April 17 Selected Area 
Census Offices 
starting May 4.

Update Leave—Puerto Rico
Update Leave Operation for the Commonwealth of 
Puerto Rico, approximately 1.7 million households, will 
be coordinated separately. 

March 15–April 17 Needs further 
review and 
coordination with 
outside partners 
and stakeholders.

Update Enumerate
Census takers interview about 2,000 households in 
remote parts of northern Maine and southeast Alaska.

March 16–April 30 June 14–July 29

Nonresponse Followup (NRFU) 
Census takers will interview households in person.

May 13–July 31 August 11– 
October 31

In-Person Group Quarters Enumeration
Group quarters that remain a part of our in-person 
group quarters enumeration efforts will begin in July.

April 2–June 5 July 1–September 3

Service-Based Enumeration
We’re working with service providers at soup kitchens, 
shelters, and regularly scheduled food vans to count 
the people they serve.

March 30–April 1 Needs further 
review and 
coordination with 
outside partners 
and stakeholders.

Mobile Questionnaire Assistance
Census Bureau staff assists people with responding 
online at places people gather (events, grocery stores, 
etc.).

March 30–July 31 Needs further 
review and 
coordination with 
outside partners 
and stakeholders. 
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Activity/Operation Original Schedule New Schedule

Count of People Experiencing Homelessness 
Outdoors
Census takers count people under bridges, in parks, in 
all-night businesses, etc.

April 1 Needs further 
review and 
coordination with 
outside partners 
and stakeholders.

Enumeration of Transitory Locations
Census takers count people staying at campgrounds, 
RV parks, marinas, and hotels if they do not usually live 
elsewhere.

April 9–May 4 Tentatively  
September 3–
September 28, 
but may need 
further review and 
coordination. 

Process Apportionment Counts
 After collection activities are complete, Census Bureau 
experts run and review output from programs to 
unduplicate responses, determine final housing unit 
status, populate any missing housing unit data on 
household size, and finalize the universe to be included 
in the apportionment count file.

July 31, 2020– 
December 31, 2020

October 31, 2020– 
April 30, 2021

Process Redistricting Data 
Census Bureau experts run and review programs to 
populate any missing demographic data for each 
household, run differential privacy programs to ensure 
confidentiality, and run tabulation programs for each 
state delivery.

January 1, 2021– 
March 30, 2021

May 1, 2021– 
July 31, 2021

Deliver Apportionment Counts to the President
By law, the Census Bureau will deliver each state’s 
population total, which determines its number of seats 
in the U.S. House of Representatives. 

By December 31, 
2020

Deliver by April 30, 
2021.

President Delivers Apportionment Counts to 
Congress 

Within 7 days of 
start of legislative 
session or approx-
imately 10–20 days 
after receipt.

Within 14 days of 
receipt.

Deliver Redistricting Counts to States
By law, the Census Bureau will deliver the local counts 
each state needs to complete legislative redistricting.

By April 1, 2021 Deliver by July 31, 
2021.
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II. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A database of population, ethnicity and political results is necessary for redistricting to ensure compliance with 
federal and state law. The Federal Voting Rights Act (VRA) is the most important of these, and that Act lays out 
criteria for determining whether a districting plan complies with the VRA. In order to determine whether a plan 
will comply with the VRA, it is necessary to look at voter registration and historic voting data.

Other legal criteria that plans must satisfy in California are laid out in Propositions 11 and 20. In addition, 
the Commission established under the procedures in Propositions 11 and 20 has wide latitude in making 
decisions on redistricting plans and may require data that allows descriptions of communities of interest, 
including economic and social characteristics revealed at least based in part by electoral, registration or census 
information.

The	primary	conceptual	difficulty	in	creation	of	this	database	occurs	because	of	the	fact	that	much	of	the	data	
that goes into this database is provided in aggregate form, and the data is from different and uncoordinated 
sources. Aggregate means that the data is not reported at the level of the individuals, but rather as an 
agglomeration over a (usually) contiguous geographic area. The different sources are the California county 
registrar	of	voters	and	county	clerk	offices	and the United States Census Bureau. If all of the data from these 
sources were available at the level of the individual, the creation of the database would be a relatively simple 
matter, but most data is not available at the individual level.

Breaking	down	the	data	into	component	sets,	the	first	type	is	census	data.	Census	data	is	collected	at	the	
individual level, but is only reported at certain levels of aggregation, the smallest level being the census block 
(census tracts are composed of census blocks, and counties are made up of census tracts). The census block is 
typically (in urban areas) a city block, though there are exceptions to this. The dataset for redistricting (PL94-
171) is based at the level of the census block and has data on population, ethnicity, age, and housing.

The second type of data is registered voter data. Just as with the census data, although this data is collected at the 
individual level it is not reported that way, and just as the Census Bureau does not report individual data, there 
is no data reported at the level of the individual in the statewide database. The registration data collected on 
individuals is maintained by the California	county	registrar	of	voters	and	county	clerk	offices in the 58 counties 
and	is	reported	to	the	California	Secretary	of	State’s	office	(and	is	referred	to	as	the	statewide	registered	voter	
file).	Data	on	this	file	that	is	used	by	the	statewide	database	for	collecting	statistics	includes	the	voter	partisan	
affiliation	(as	declared	when	registering),	date	of	birth	(used	to	derive	age),	surname	(used	in	ethnic	surname	
matching), address (used for placing the voter into that voter’s census block) and voter history. These collected 
statistics are reported at the census block level. In particular, the names of individual voters are not included in 
the statewide database.

The third type of data is election results, which is organized by election result precincts, called SOV (Statement 
of	Vote)	precincts.	This	data	is	collected	from	each	of	the	58	county	elections	offices	and	is	used	to	analyze	
racially polarized voting under the VRA. SOV precincts are made up of one or more registered voter precincts, 
and so these precincts are sometimes called consolidated precincts by the California county registrar of 
voters	and	county	clerk	offices. This data is also collected individually (as are the census and registered 
voter information), but is only reported at the SOV precinct level. Data available are the votes on statewide 
constitutional	offices,	state	legislative	races,	federal	races,	and	statewide	propositions.

These three types of data are thus reported by different geographic units. For redistricting purposes, the 
registration and electoral data needs to be placed into census blocks. Dealing with the registration data 
first,	these	data	are	placed	into	the	census	blocks	by	several	methods.	The	first	method	is	geocoding,	that	is,	
determining the census block of an address by using an equivalency table between an address range and a 
census block. For example, in a particular city, 100 E Elm Street might be in census block 1003, which is itself 
within tract 203.01. The name for the database where these equivalencies can be found is called the TIGER 
system, where TIGER stands for Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding and Referencing system, which 
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contains not only these address- to- census block equivalencies, but also a complete topographic representation 
of all census geography.

Much as the Census Bureau can then take information collected from individuals and report it at the census 
block	level,	the	data	that	are	geocoded	from	the	registered	voter	file	can	then	be	aggregated	to	the	census	
block level and reported at that level (say, the number of Spanish-surnamed voters). Not all addresses in the 
registered	voter	file	can	be	geocoded,	however.	Errors	can	occur	due	to	the	incompleteness	of	the	Census	
Bureau equivalency tables, differences in spellings of street names between the two systems, differences in 
representations of street types or directions, or differences for a particular address range between the block 
given	in	the	TIGER	file	for	that	street	range	and	the	block	at	which	the	Census	Bureau	actually	reported	the	
information.

These addresses unassigned through geocoding can be handled by a variety of methods. Differences in street 
names	between	the	registered	voter	file	and	TIGER	files	can	be	adjusted	by	synonym	tables;	differences	in	street	
types can be handled by examining if there are unique street types within both the TIGER and registered voter 
file;	and	so	forth.	When	these	methods	do	not	result	in	an	assignment,	a	geographic	conversion	is	used	to	allow	
the conversion of registration precincts to census geography. This is done by creating map overlays between 
the geographies of the registered voter precincts and those of the census geography.  Since the geographic 
representation of the precincts and Census Bureau come from different sources, the reconciliation of the two 
types of geography is a time-consuming process, and at times registered voter precincts must be combined 
to allow accurate mapping. These precinct overlays are then used to assign registered voters’ addresses when 
geocoding does not work.

The electoral results can now be allocated to the census blocks by the following method. Every SOV precinct 
can be associated with one or more registration precincts. Since every registered voter’s address in a precinct 
has now been assigned to a census block, it is now possible to assign, for every voter, a portion of the vote for 
any particular candidate or proposition. The assignment of this portion is done through the use of a common 
statistical practice known as ecological inference, which has been accepted widely in both litigation and 
academic research. This statistical procedure gives an overall rate of support for any particular candidate or 
proposition, and this overall rate is then adjusted for the actual results in a particular precinct.  These adjusted 
levels of support are then used to allocate election results to the individual voters, and these individual vote 
propensities are then aggregated up to the census block level to produce electoral results at that level.

While	this	is	the	most	complete	and	accurate	methodology	for	merging	data	to	the	census	geography,	there	are	
times when it is desirable to add other data to the database, such as electoral results from the 2001 redistricting 
dataset or the citizen voting age population (CVAP) data. In both these cases, the data is in the 2000 census 
geography and must be converted into the 2010 census geography. The 2001 redistricting dataset is accurate at 
the census block level, and the conversion is relatively straightforward, using 2000 to 2010 census geography 
conversions	created	from	the	TIGER	files.	The	CVAP	data	is	at	the	level	of	the	2000	census	block	group	level	
(there are typically 10 to 20 blocks in a block group), and furthermore, it is estimated from the ACS surveys, 
which are samples rather than complete enumeration. As a consequence, the level of error of the CVAP is higher 
than that of the 2000 elections results. 
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III. INPUTS

A. Census Data

Census data is data collected every ten years by the Census Bureau (this collection is mandated by the US 
Constitution).  Both state and federal law requires that districts be of equal population. The Voting Rights Act, 
an act of legislation by Congress, contains additional requirements dealing with how new district lines affect 
minority populations which have been historically discriminated against.

PL94-171 is the law under which population data is provided to the states for redistricting. The data in this 
law contains counts on population, both by age and by ethnic and racial membership. This data is reported 
by census block. A census block is typically a city block (though not always--this is discussed in the section 
on geocoding). This is illustrated in “Figure 1: Geographic Relationships--Small Area Statistical Entities”, 
which is taken from the PL94-171 documentation (it is referred to as Figure 3 in that documentation). Counties 
are made up of census tracts which are made up of block groups which are made up of blocks (note that block 
groups are used in the CVAP [Citizen Voting-Age Population], which is discussed in the section on CVAP 
breakdown).

Figure 1: Geographic Relationships--Small Area Statistical Entities, County-Census  Tract-Block   Group-Block 
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It	should	be	noted	that	this	is	an	idealized	figure,	as	sometimes	blocks	are	not	city	blocks.	For	example,	in	the	
following	figure	(Figure 2),	the	dark	orange	shaded	part	of	the	figure	is	a	2010	census	block.	It	is	also	a	city	
street rather than a city block (a full description of this particular city block and the type of problems it presents 
is in Appendix VI).

Figure 2: A 2010 Census Block Which is Not a City Block

The	PL94-171	data	is	reported	in	five	tables	and	is	documented	in	2010	Census	Redistricting	Data	(Public	Law	
94-171) Summary File Technical Documentation/prepared by the U.S. Census Bureau, 2011. The PL94-171 
file	has	five	tables	(one	of	which	relates	to	housing).		The	population	tables	are:	a	count	of	all	persons	by	race;	
a	count	of	the	population	18	years	and	over	by	race;	a	count	of	Hispanic	or	Latino	and	a	count	of	not	Hispanic	
or	Latino	by	race	for	all	persons;	a	count	of	Hispanic	or	Latino	and	a	count	of	not	Hispanic	or	Latino	by	race	
for the population 18 years and over. The race categories on all of these tables have multiple characterizations, 
because individuals can select membership in more than one race or ethnic group. The data in the PL94-171 is 
used in drawing districts. 

The requirement of nearly equal populations in districts is expressed with the concept of the “ideal” number, 
which is the total number of people in a political entity divided by the number of districts. In California, for 
example, with a PL41-171 2011 population of 37,253,956, the ideal number for each Assembly district is 
465,674.45 people. The race data is also used, in conjunction with political and registration data, to determine 
compliance with the Federal Voting Rights Act.

Additional technical documentation on the Public Law 94-171 Summary File can be found at http://www.
census.gov/prod/cen2010/doc/pl94-171.pdf.		A	description	of	the	five	tables	is	given	in	Appendix	I.

In addition, a special tabulation of Citizen Voting Age Population Data (CVAP) was processed on the census 
block level so that it can be merged into the dataset. 

B. Registered Voter Data

Registration	voter	data	is	information	that	the	California	county	registrar	of	voters	and	county	clerk	offices	
maintain on individuals who are registered to vote. There are various legal requirements for voting and these 
legal requirements determine the information the registrar collects. Individuals are legally required to live in the 
districts they are voting in, so the registrar maintains the home address of every voter. Voters must also be 18 
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years old before they are eligible to vote in an election, so the registrar maintains the date of birth. Information 
on	the	voter’s	declared	party	affiliation	is	kept	so	that	the	registrar	may	ensure	that	only	voters	who	have	
declared	an	affiliation	with	a	party	may	vote	in	primary	elections.	The	voters’	date	of	registration	is	also	kept,	
as	voters	may	reregister	at	any	time	(to	change	party	affiliation,	for	example).	And,	of	course,	the	voter’s	name	
is	included	on	this	record.		The	information	on	the	registered	voter	file	is	organized	into	certain	categories	in	
the statewide database, and counts are reported by various geographic units. One category is declared partisan 
affiliation.	California	has	a	minimum	registration	number	requirement	for	listing	as	an	officially	recognized	
party, and there are a number of “minor” parties (so called because the number of adherents in those parties 
is relatively small) in addition to the Democratic and Republican party. In addition, there is a category called 
“Decline	to	State”,	which	indicates	that	the	individual	decided	not	to	state	a	party	that	the	voter	is	affiliated	
with at time of registration. Other categories that are created from the information are those related to age 
(using the date of birth), passage of time since registration, and gender.

Gender	is	often	not	specified	and	so	voter	records	which	do	not	have	a	specified	gender	are	assigned	one	
through name matching. Because the concept of matching names is used also to provide an indication of ethnic 
or racial membership, gender is a good example of how the process of name matching occurs. Name matching 
requires a reference list to which the name can be matched and a characterization for the name returned. For 
gender, a “dictionary” (as lists of names with characterizations are typically called) was created by taking all 
names	from	the	various	counties	registered	voter	file	that	had	a	gender	specified,	and,	if	a	name	appeared	more	
often as a female than a male, assigning that name as a female, and if it appeared less often assigning that name 
as a male.

Surname	dictionaries	for	the	creation	of	ethnic	statistics	work	similarly.	While	the	creation	of	a	gender	
dictionary is relatively simple, ethnic surname dictionaries are much more complicated and require 
considerable effort to develop. The statewide database uses two such surname dictionaries, an Asian and a 
Latino dictionary, the latter of which is published by the Census Bureau (a third dictionary, that of “Jewish” 
surnames,	was	developed	by	a	political	consulting	firm	in	the	late	1970s).	Documentation	on	the	Asian	surname	
dictionary	can	be	found	in	“Asian	American	ethnic	identification	by	surname,”	Diane	S.	Lauderdale	&	Bert	
Kestenbaum, Population Research and Policy Review 19: 283-300, 2000.  The Spanish-surnamed dictionary 
is	referred	to	as	the	Passel-Word	(PW)	Spanish	surname	list,	and	is	documented	at:	http://www.census.gov/
population/www/documentation/twps0004.html 

Matching with these surname dictionaries is similar in concept for that of a gender dictionary, but somewhat 
more complicated. For the Asian surname dictionary, for example, there are six different ethnicities a name 
can be assigned to (Korean, Japanese, Chinese, Indian, Vietnamese, and Filipino). For the Spanish surname 
dictionary, aside from straight last name to last name matching, various manipulations are made to surnames in 
order	to	fit	them	into	the	list.			

Once	the	basic	categories	of	partisan	affiliation,	age,	ethnicity,	time	since	registration	and	gender	are	created,	
variables which utilize two or more of these categories can be created. For example, the various ethnic/
racial	classifications	are	combined	with	partisan	affiliation	to	create	ethnicity	by	party.		Age,	sex	and	partisan	
affiliation	are	combined	to	create	counts	by,	say,	Dem	males	between	45	and	54	(inclusive).	Partisan	affiliations	
at the time of registration are used to create variables such as the number of decline to state voters who 
registered after the second to last general election.

Classes of these categories are then created so that each individual can be in one and only one category in each 
class. This avoids double counting, and it allows the aggregation of individuals to a unit of geography which 
accurately	reflects	the	characteristics	of	the individual voters. For example, under this method, an individual 
can only be a member of one ethnicity, so the class of variables of ethnicity (which would be one of either 
Korean, Japanese, Chinese, Indian, Vietnamese, Filipino, Latino, or Jewish) can only be true for one of these 
variables. Thus, if in a census block with 40 registered voters, one has ten voters with a Latino surname, three 
with a Vietnamese surname, and eight with a Chinese surname, the aggregated values of these categories will 
reflect	exactly	that	composition.

The complete list of variables derived from the registered voter lists is given in Appendix II.
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C. Election Data

Election data in the statewide database include results from 12 statewide elections held in California over 
the	last	decade.	These	elections	are	the	general	elections	in	2002,	2004,	2006,	2008	and	2010;	the	primary	
elections	in	2004,	2006,	2008	and	2010;	the	presidential	primary	in	2008;	the	gubernatorial	recall	election	in	
2003;	and	the	special	election	in	2005.	General	elections	are	referred	to	by	the	letter	g	and	the	last	two	digits	
of the year it occurred (so g02, g04, g06, g08 and g10), primary elections similarly as p04, p06, p08 and p10, 
and the other elections have an s and the year (so s03 for the recall, s05 for the state-wide election called by 
Governor Schwarzenegger, and s08 for the presidential-only primary in February of 2008).  In addition, three 
propositions from the 1990s, Propositions 187, 209 and 227, are included in the election results.

The races contained in the database (a full description is in Appendix III) consist of those pertaining 
to	statewide	constitutional	offices,	federal	offices,	state	and	federal	legislative	districts,	and	statewide	
propositions,	initiatives	and	referenda.	For	general	elections,	all	of	these	are	present;	for	primaries,	only	
competitive	constitutional	offices	and	federal	offices	are	present,	while	state	and	federal	legislative	districts	
are	not	included	for	primaries.	Only	the	top	two	candidates	for	any	office	are	included.	The	merger	of	election	
results to census geography is complicated and is described in its own section (“Disaggregation of Precinct 
Voting Results into Census Geography”).

Election results are reported by statement of vote (SOV) precinct. The nature of SOV precincts has changed 
over the last decade with respect to absentee voting, and an understanding of these changes is important for 
knowledge of how to use the database. One important trend in California has been the rise of absentee voting, 
so	that	in	current	elections,	an	absentee	participation	rate	of	fifty	percent	or	above	is	not	atypical.	In	recognition	
of this fact, the Legislature passed a law requiring that absentee voters in a particular physical precinct must 
also have their electoral results reported in a separate precinct, just as those who vote at the polls must have 
their election results reported in a separate precinct.

Before 2008, individuals who voted absentee often were lumped together into common “ballot group” 
precincts, that is, a precinct reporting the election results of a group of voters who all share the same type of 
ballot. Individuals in different precincts will often get different ballots, as they may live in different legislative 
districts in a statewide election (or in different cities, if that city is holding an election simultaneously with 
the statewide election). After 2008, when the aforementioned law went into effect, such grouping together of 
absentee voting results was no longer allowed.

Although, some counties did report absentee results by precincts which corresponded with polling place 
precincts before 2008, the largest counties in the state (Los Angeles, Orange, San Diego) did not. This has 
an effect on the allocation of voting results to census geography, which will be discussed in the section on 
“Disaggregating of Precinct Voting Results to Census Geography”. But as a consequence, the vote totals for 
state elections will be a poor match for these elections previous to 2008, as these ballot group absentees are not 
used in the disaggregation. Even the vote totals past 2008 will not be an exact match, since absentee precincts 
still exist. A case would be federal voters, since federal law allows one to register to vote for federal elections 
seven days before the election, rather than the 15 days required in California. But these type of absentee 
precincts have many fewer voters than in the ballot group precincts and the totals will be much closer for post-
2006 elections than pre-2008 elections.

A complete list of election results is given in Appendix III.
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IV. PROCESSING

A. Creating a Common Geography

It is necessary to put the census, registration and electoral data into a common unit of geography in order to use 
the database. These uses are varied: for example, census data at the census block level is used for redistricting 
and election data at the voting precinct level is used for Voting Rights Act analysis, along with ethnicity at the 
registration precinct level. And of course the Voting Rights Act analyses are also used in redistricting, so there 
must be a way of associating the results of the Voting Rights Act analysis to the census block.

This association of census, registration and election results into units which can be used for redistricting is 
a	central	function	of	the	SWDB.	For	redistricting	purposes,	this	association	is	best	done	at	the	census	block	
level, as various court cases have held that districts must meet certain population deviation requirements. These 
requirements are most easily met by performing redistricting by census blocks (and their aggregates, block 
groups and tracts), and associating other data, such as that used for Voting Rights Act compliance, to the census 
blocks.

The simplest manner of creating a dataset at the census block level would be to overlay the registration and 
voting	precinct	geographies	on	the	census	data.	As	the	following	figure	makes	clear,	this	will	not	produce	a	
very accurate dataset. Figure 3 shows a census block illustrated in dark orange and its intersection with various 
registration precincts (demarcated by red lines). As can be seen, any overlay of registration geography to census 
geography would result in large inaccuracies.

Figure 3: Precincts and Geography

To overcome the problem of using geographic overlays to create a merged dataset of census, registration and 
election	data,	then,	the	individual	is	treated	as	the	unit	of	association.	What	all	three	types	of	geography	have	
in common is that they described individuals. For the census data, individuals are described only at the block 
level, and for electoral data, they are described at the voting precinct level. Only for the registration data is data 
on the individual available. The following sections explain, given these restrictions, how the merged dataset of 
census, registration and election data are constructed. The primary methods used are geocoding for registration 
data and ecological regression for election data, and are described in detail below.
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B. Placing of Precinct Registered Voters into Census Geography

Registered voters are placed in census blocks by the process known as geocoding. Geocoding is the process of 
using	address	files	which	cross-reference	addresses	to	census	geography	to	assign	the	address	of	a	registered	
voter to a particular census block. This assignment is never perfect, and so there are registered voters who are 
unassigned through geocoding who must still be assigned to a census block.

This is done in the following manner. First, equivalencies of precincts to census geography are created. This 
process involves taking precinct geography and overlaying it on the census geography. This overlaying is done 
on Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and adjustments to ``register’’ (insure agreement) the two mapping 
systems due to different coordinate systems, different base maps, and various other factors are made by hand.

This overlay between precinct geography and census geography provides a list, for every precinct, of the 
census blocks which totally or partially fall into the precinct. These lists can then be used, along with the 
assignments made by geocoding, to allow the assignment of registered voters unassigned through geocoding to 
a census block. This assignment is done through the criteria of attempting to equate for all blocks, as closely as 
possible, the ratio of registration to population.

This can be reformulated as a constrained optimization problem as follows. Let b be a census block in a unit 
of geography being ``balanced’’ (one way to think of this problem is as balancing the ratios of registration 
to population among the blocks), and let there be B blocks. Let s be a precinct, and let asb be the assigned 
registration through geocoding of precinct s in block b, and let usb be the unassigned registration in precinct s 
and block b. The usb are the unknowns to be solved for, and they satisfy  

where rs is the registration in precinct s. This says simply that all of the registration, either assigned through 
geocoding or through equating ratios, must sum to the total registration in the precinct. Given this constraint, 
then,	the	optimization	problem	becomes	to	find	a	set	of	urb such that

 

 Such a set may not exist but then a formulation such as
 

  
can be adopted, where the min is taken over all valid urb.

A	simple	example	will	illustrate	this	process.	Suppose	there	are	three	precincts,	A,	B	and	C.	There	are	five	
census blocks, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004 and 2005. Block 2001 is totally contained within precinct A, 2002 
is split between A and B, 2003 is totally within B, 2004 is split between B and C, and 2005 is totally within 
precinct C. There are 225 registered voters in precinct A, 535 in B, and 230 in C. Of those registered voters in 
A, 150 are assigned through geocoding and 75 are unassigned for B, 400 are assigned through geocoding and 
135 are unassigned, and in C, 185 are assigned through geocoding and 45 are unassigned. The population of 
block 2001 is 200, that of 2002 is 400, that of 2003 is 240, that of 2004 is 280, and that of 2005 is 200.
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Table 1: Example of Registered Voter Assignments to Blocks

Assigned by Geocoding

Block 2001
Block 2002
Block 2003
Block 2004
Block 2005

100
50

.

.

.

.
150
150
100

.

.

.

.
60

125

50
25

.

.

.

.
75
30
25

.

.

.

.
20
25

Unassigned Allocations
Prec A     Prec B     Prec C Prec A     Prec B     Prec C

The above optimization equations can then be written as:

where the ti are the ratios of registration to population of blocks 200i. Equating all of these gives a solution 
where the ratio of registration to population is for all blocks .75. The actual assignments are given in Table 1.

C. Converting Election Data to census geography

The counties have registration (RG) and Voting or consolidated (SV) precincts as well as ballot groups for each 
election. Registration statistics are reported by RG precinct and election results are reported by SV precinct 
and/or ballot group (ABSPREC). The counties also report the grouping of RG precincts in SV precinct and 
Ballot group (although the ballot group reporting is inconsistent and incomplete).

The	counties	also	provide	maps	or	GIS	files	showing	registration	precinct	geography,	but	the	geographic	
representations do not necessarily match the RG precincts for one or more of the following reasons:

1. Zero voter precincts not included in tabular data.
2. County has precinct and subprecinct RG precincts and consolidations, but maps don’t show 
 subprecinct geography.
3.	 County	has	alpha-split	precincts,	separate	RG	precincts	with	common	geography;	voters	
 separated alphabetically.
4. Unexplained inconsistency or incomplete maps from the counties.

We	create	map	precincts	(MPREC)	to	reflect	the	geography	as	consistently	as	possible.	RR	precincts	are	
aggregations of RG precinct (tabular data) into MPRECs (geographic). (Generally speaking Map Precincts are 
RR precincts).
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Because the resulting RR precincts may include RG precincts that are consolidated into different SV precincts, 
we create a geographic consolidation known variously as SS or SR precincts to contain whole RR and SV 
precincts. These precinct conversions are used in database construction to estimate probabilities of voter 
propensities (see next section on “Disaggregation of Precinct Voting Results to Census Geography”).  They can 
also be used by database users to perform analyses of racially polarized voting.

Figure 4: RG, RR, SV, SR precincts

D. Disaggregation of Precinct Voting Results to Census Geography

The method of allocating (or breaking down, or disaggregating) votes to census geography is done by assigning 
an individual probability to each voter who voted in the election and aggregating these probabilities to the 
census geography (the block, at the lowest level), to obtain a total vote for the block. The following is done to 
do this.

•	Partition	voters	into	groups.	There	are	technical	reasons	why	these	groups	should	be	“homogeneous,”	
which	is	a	statistical	concept	for	how	well	the	voting	behavior	fits	a	statistical	law	(in	this	case	the	
multinomial distribution–see below). In general, in California, we use Left/Right/Independent as the 
groups, with provisions for the variation of minorities and economic status (see next item). If there are P 
precincts, then Xgi is the number of voters in group g, g = 1, . . . , G in precinct i, i = 1, . . . , P.

•	Estimate	the	overall	voting	probabilities	in	the	state/district.	The	probability	of	a	member	of	group	g	voting	
for a candidate in precinct i is denoted by pgi, and if v is the votes for that candidate, an equation similar to 
the following is used to estimate pgi,: 
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 where the min is taken over the pgi, (in actual fact a more complicated optimization is used but it will 
produce results close to this equation).

 There are too many pgi to estimate each individual pgi,, so an average pgi, is estimated instead. The average 
used here is of the form pgi, = pg(zi, ), where  is a conformable vector to a set of characteristics zi for 
precinct i (which is how one would include variations in minorities or economic status).  Note that for a 
district	race,	each	estimation	should	be	done	for	each	district	by	itself	(or	suitably	modified,	with	the	use	of	
dummy variables), whereas statewide races can usually be estimated with all precincts.

•	Adjust	estimated	probabilities	to	the	precinct.		The	way	of	doing	this	is	described	in	Appendix	V.		The	
method of estimation described there does not ensure that the estimated precinct totals equal the actual 
precinct totals on a precinct by precinct basis (though the overall estimation is done so that the estimated 
district/state totals do match the overall district/state totals). The standard statistical methodology for 
adjusting estimations is followed, where a  is estimate such that vi	=	∑g Xgi gi. This i (which is a G by 1 
vector) is estimated by

 

 where the Ki is the response count of the groups for the ith precinct, with the (K1i, . . . ,KGi) being distributed 
multinominally (some distributional assumptions must be made in order to estimate the covariance of Ki 
with vi).

 These i’s allocate all of the votes for a candidate in each precinct to the individual voters in that precinct. 
Thus the sums of these votes by census block by all census blocks will equal the sum of the vote for the 
candidate. For a census block split between precincts (say precinct A and B), those voters in precinct A will 
have an assigned voting propensity of  A and those in precinct B will have an assigned voting propensity 
of  B .

As an example, consider a two-precinct district as described in Table 2 (in this table, quantities are suppressed 
for units that are not applicable). The two precincts in the district, A and B, each have a block wholly contained 
in the precinct (1001 for A and 1003 for B) and share a block, 1002. There are two groups in the electorate, X1 
and X2. Through geocoding, it is known how many voters of each group within each block and what precinct 
each voter is in, which is known through the registered voter rolls. The number of votes cast for a candidate (v) 
is known at the precinct level. 

Estimated quantities are an overall probability of each group to vote for the candidate (p1 for group X1 and 
p2 for group X2) and then the adjusted probabilities ( 1 for group X1 and  2 for group X2) chosen by the 
method described above in “Adjust estimated probabilities to the precinct”. This then gives, for each precinct/
block combination, an estimated vote by group ( 1 for X1 and 2 for X2). Finally, the sum of  1  and 2 can 
be calculated, providing a  for each precinct/block combination and a check that, indeed, the allocated (or 
disaggregated) vote does equal the actual vote for each precinct.

For a block split between two (or more) precincts, these estimated totals can be added up across precinct/block 
combinations	which	contain	that	block	to	obtain	totals	for	the	block.		For	example,	suppose	it	is	desired	to	find	
the votes for a candidate in census block 1002.  This block is split between precinct A and precinct B.  Then the 
candidate received 15.0 votes in precinct A, block 1002 from group 1, and 34.0 votes in precinct B, block 1002 
from group 1, for a total of 49.0 votes from group 1.  Similarly, the candidate received 65.0 plus 22.5 votes 
from group 2, from the part of block 1002 in precinct A and the part in block 1002 in precinct B, respectively.  
Thus there was a total of 146.5 votes for the candidate in census block 1002.
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Table 2: Example of Disaggregated Voting Probabilities

Precinct
A
A
A
B
B
B
District

v

230

130
360

v
150.0
80.0
230.0
56.5
73.5
130.0
360.0

Block
1001
1002

1002
1003

X1

100
50
150
100
150
250
400

X2

200
100
300
50
50
100
400

p1

.3

p1
.2
.2
.2
.34
.34
.34

p2
.65
.65
.65
.45
.45
.45

v1
20.0
15.0
35.0
34.0
51.0
85.0
120.0

v2
130.0
65.0
195.0
22.5
22.5
45.0
240.0

p2

.6

E. Converting 2000 Census Geography to 2010 Census Geography

While	the	techniques	described	so	far	are	the	most	accurate	method	of	merging	political	and	registration	data	
to census geography, there are times when it is not feasible to go through the processes described herein and 
other methods must be used. Typically that is when the data is not available in the same manner in which 
the data so far has been described. There are two types of data included in the statewide dataset which are of 
this type: the selected propositions from the 1990s and the CVAP (Citizen Voting Age Population) data. The 
methods for this type of merger are described below. Assuming that count data is in the form of 2000 census 
blocks, the conversion takes place as follows. First, a geographical conversion between 2000 and 2010 census 
geography	is	performed.	This	was	done	by	overlaying	the	two	shape	files	from	the	TIGER	files	and	using	a	GIS	
(the particular one was QGIS) to calculate the intersections of the two geographies. Since this is a geographic 
conversion the actual area of the intersections is not used but rather a weighted sum of the 2010 populations for 
each 2000 block, the weight being made up of the proportion of population in each 2010 block which has an 
intersection with a 2000 block, that proportion being calculated from the population in the 2010 block divided 
by the total population of all 2010 blocks associated with the 2000 block. (If there is no population in any of the 
2010 blocks, then equal proportions are assigned to all). As an example, let 2000 block 1001 be split between 
2010 blocks 1001, 1002 and 1003, and assume that a data value of 30 is to be broken down from 2000 block 
1001 to those three 2010 blocks.

Table 3:  2000 to 2010 Data Conversions by Block

 2000 block 2000 data 2010 block 2010 population Proportion 2010 data
 1001 30 1001 20 .2 6
   1002 50 5 15
   1003 30 .3 9
    -------- ------- ---
    Total 100 1.0 30

So for the count data value of 30 associated with 2000 block 1001, .2(30) = 6 would be awarded to 2010 block 
1001, .5(30)=15 would be awarded to 2010 block 1002, and .3(30) = 9 would be awarded to 2010 block 1003. 
While	this	can	give	fractional	values,	rounding	constrained	by	no	loss	of	data	gives	a	2000	value	for	each	
block.  For the selected propositions, the process is done, since that data is in 2000 block form. For the CVAP 
data, which is given by block group, an additional step is necessary. Exactly as before, calculate weighted 
sums for the breakdown of the block group from the 2000 data, only this time the breakdown is from the 2000 
census block group to the 2000 blocks associated with that block group, and the populations are 2000 block 
populations. For example, suppose 2000 block group 1 has blocks 1001, 1002, 1003, 1004 and 1005 with 
populations of 30, 20, 20, 0, and 10, respectively. Then to break down a value of 100, the following table can 
be constructed:
Table 4:  Converting 2000 block groups to 2000 blocks 
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 2000 block group 2000 data 2000 block 2000 population Proportion 2000 data
 1001 100 1001 30 .3 30
   1002 20 .2 20
   1003 20 .2 20
   1004 0 .0 0
   1005 10 .2 20
    ------ ------ ------
   Total 100 1.0 100

Then the 2000 data in 2000 block 1001 can be used in the above algorithm. It should be noted that whatever 
error	comes	from	this	procedure,	when	block	groups	are	used	and	broken	down	first,	the	error	of	the	procedure	
is approximately squared, which is a great difference.

There are some problems with conversion from the 2000 blocks to 2010 census blocks, which are actually 
problems with the census data itself. A particularly egregious example is in King county, census tract 16.02 
(this tract contains a housing development). In the 2000 census, 6,377 people were placed in block 1002 of this 
tract. In the 2010 census, 5,298 people were placed in block 1001 and 6,820 were placed in block 1006. The 
conversion from 2000 to 2010 puts block 1002 from the 2000 census into block 1003 of the 2010 census. The 
diagram below shows the geographic intersection between block 1002 from 2000 and blocks 1003 from 2010, 
and both blocks represent the same geographic area. Obviously, the population of block 1002 from 2000 did 
not move to block 1001 or 1006 in 2010 and depopulate block 1002. Rather, there was a misassignment in one 
of	the	two	censuses.	Thus,	this	problem	is	illustrated	in	the	figure	below.

Figure 5:  Coincident Geography for Census Block 1002 (2000 Census) 
and Census Block 1003 (2010 Census).

 

Census block 1002 in the 2000 Census and Census block 1003 in the 2010 Census share the same geography, 
which is more darkly shaded in Figure 5. 
Table 5: Geographic conversions between 2000 census and 2010 census for tract 16.02, Kings County 
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 2000 blocks 2010 blocks

 060310016021000  060310016021000
 060310016021001 060310016021000
 060310016021001 060310016021001
 060310016021001 060310016021002
 060310016021001 060310016021007
 060310016021002 060310016021003
 060310016021003 060310016021004
 060310016021004 060310016021005
 060310016021004 060310016021006
 060310016021005 060310016021006

Table 6:  Population from the 2000 Census for tract 16.02, Kings County

 2000 blocks 2000 Pop

 060310016021000 0
 060310016021001 0
 060310016021002 6377
 060310016021003 0
 060310016021004 0
 060310016021005  0

   

Table 7: Population from the 2010 Census for tract 16.02, Kings County

 2010 blocks 2010 Pop

 060310016021000 0
 060310016021001 5298
 060310016021002 0
 060310016021003 0
 060310016021004 0
 060310016021005 0
 060310016021006 6820
 060310016021007 0

It is clear that there can be large inaccuracies when using a geographic-based conversion from 2000 to 2010 
geography.  Since block groups are contained within tracts, and the Census Bureau attempts to maintain 
geographic continuity between census for census tracts, errors such as discussed for tract 16.02 will not tend to 
create problems when the unit being used is the whole census tract.  So for use of whole census tracts for the 
1990’s proposition data, the errors discussed here should not be consequential.  On the other hand, the CVAP 
data	is	not	only	geographical	based	in	the	2000	census	geography,	the	Census	Bureau	also	specifically	advises	
against using this data to provide a contemporaneous estimate of citizen voting-age population for use with the 
complete population counts as provided in the 2010 PL94-171 data.   Thus while the CVAP data suffers from 
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the type of geographic conversion errors discussed in this section, there are also many other problems with 
using this data that have nothing to do with geographic conversion.  This is discussed more fully in the next 
section.

F. CVAP

The CVAP (Citizen Voting Age Population)  data is provided by census block group  (refer to Figure 1 for 
how a block group relates to blocks) from the 2000 census and has two numbers for each of 13 groups.  The 
two numbers are CVAP_EST and CVAP_MOE (for estimate and margin of error, respectively), and the tables 
(referred to  as “lines”), are as follows:

Table 8: Line Numbers and Titles for CVAP

 LNNUMBER  LNTITLE

 1.  Total 
	 2.		 Not	Hispanic	or	Latino	
 3.  American Indian or Alaska Native Alone 
 4.  Asian Alone 
 5.  Black or African American Alone 
	 6.		 Native	Hawaiian	or	Other	Pacific	Islander	Alone	
	 7.		 White	Alone	
	 8.		 American	Indian	or	Alaska	Native	and	White	
	 9.		 Asian	and	White	
	 10.		 Black	or	African	American	and	White	
 11.  American Indian or Alaska Native and Black or African American 
 12.  Remainder of Two or More Race Responses 
	 13.		 Hispanic	or	Latino

As discussed before, CVAP is provided by the Census Bureau as a special tabulation from the 5-year ACS 
(American Community Survey) data.  The accuracy of the ACS data is described in the Census Bureau 
publication, American Community Survey, Multiyear Accuracy of the Data (3-year 2007-2009 and 5-year 
2005-2009).  There are various formulas given in this publication for estimation of standard error but it is 
important to note that these formulas cannot be applied to the CVAP special tabulation as the estimate are given 
in terms of 2000 block groups, not 2010 block groups.  The conversion from 2000 block groups to 2010 block 
groups	results	in	another	source	of	error	into	the	data,	one	that	cannot	be	quantified	with	the	information	given.

Another	problem	with	the	CVAP	is	that	it	is	derived	from	a	five-year	data	collection	period.		The	Census	
Bureau’s documentation cited above states:  “Multiyear estimates cannot be used to say what is going on in any 
particular year in the period, only what the average value is over the full period.”  The PL94-171 data is based 
on a data collection period of early 2010, so it is a particular year.  Using the CVAP data for comparison with 
that particular year is expressly discouraged by the Census Bureau (“[m]ultiyear estimates cannot be used to 
say what is going on in any particular year in the period”).  

Since the ACS data is based on 3-year and 5-year averages ending in 2009, it either underestimates, 
overestimates, or fails to count certain types of individuals.  For example, if population is increasing in an 
area, the average will be below the population in 2010, whereas if population is decreasing, the average will be 
above the population in 2010.  Also, those turning 18 in 2010 will not be counted as voting-age individuals, and 
those who are included in the ACS but die before 2010 will be counted.  As older individuals are less likely to 
be citizens and younger individuals more likely (particularly in areas with larger number of non-citizens), this 
will create a tendency for an undercount of citizen voting-age population.
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Another sort of undercount comes from the inaccuracies in the merger process of the CVAP data to the 2010 
census geography.  As described more fully in the 2000 to 2010 block conversion section, sometimes the 
conversions between 2000 geography and 2010 geography are not complete accurate.  Typically this leads to 
data being placed in the wrong census block (but the correct census tract), but in some cases the geographic 
files	provided	by	the	Census	Bureau	(the	TIGER	files)	do	not	even	allow	a	geographic	conversion.		In	those	
cases (and it typically happens in areas of rapid growth and relatively high non-citizen voting age populations), 
some population may be lost all together. The following two tables give the CVAP losses for the breakdown 
for 2000 block groups to 2000 blocks, and the CVAP losses for the breakdown from 2000 block groups to 2010 
blocks.

Table 9: Lost CVAP Population From Breakdown of 2000 Block Groups to 2000 Blocks By Line

  Line 2000 block group 2000 blocks diff  

 1 21942932 21942920 12
 2 16825797 16825774 23
 3 130202 130202 0
 4 2515156 2515153 3 
 5 1562755 1562754 1 
 6 77695 77695 0 
 7 12165152 12165148 4 
 8 120793 120793 0 
 9 111527 111527 0 
 10 49234 49234 0 
 11 24404 24404 0 
 12 67118 67118 0 
 13 5117162 5117161 1 

Note	the		CVAP	figures	themselves		are	internally	inconsistent--Line	2	(non-Latino)	and	Line	13	(Latino)	
should add to Line 1, but there is a difference of 27.

Table 10: Lost  CVAP Population  from Breakdown from 2000 Block Groups to 2010 Blocks for Estimated 
CVAP Data, by Line

 Line 2000 block group 2010 blocks diff  

 1 21942932 21936446 6486 
 2 16825797 16820227 5570 
 3 130202 130139 63 
 4 2515156 2514553 603 
 5 1562755 1562553 202 
 6 77695 77678 17 
 7 12165152 12160586 4566 
 8 120793 120756 37 
 9 111527 111494 33 
 10 49234 49228 6 
 11 24404 24401 3 
 12 67118 67102 16 
 13 5117162 5116238 924
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Appendices

Appendix I: Census Data

File 01—File Linking Fields (comma delimited). These fields link File 01 with the geographic header and other files in the data set.

Field name  Data dictionary  Max size  
Data type
reference name 

File	Identification		 FILEID		 	 6		
A/N

State/U.S. Abbreviation (USPS)  STUSAB   2 
A

Characteristic	Iteration		 CHARITER 	 	 3
A/N

Characteristic Iteration File Sequence Number  CIFSN   2 
A/N

Logical Record Number  LOGRECNO   7 
N

P1. RACE [71]
Universe: Total population
Total:    P0010001 01 9

Population of one race: P0010002 01 9
	 	 White	alone	 P0010003	 01	 9

Black or African American alone P0010004 01 9
American Indian and Alaska Native alone P0010005 01 9
Asian alone P0010006 01 9

	 	 Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander	alone	 P0010007	 01	 9
Some Other Race alone P0010008 01 9

Two or More Races: P0010009 01 9
Population of two races: P0010010 01 9

	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American	 P0010011	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native	 P0010012	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	Asian	 P0010013	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0010014	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	Some	Other	Race	 P0010015	 01	 9
	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
   Alaska Native P0010016 01 9
	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	Asian	 P0010017	 01	 9
	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	Native	Hawaiian	and
	 	 	 Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0010018	 01	 9
	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	Some	Other	Race	 P0010019	 01	 9
	 	 	 American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Asian	 P0010020	 01	 9
	 	 	 American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Native	Hawaiian	and
	 	 	 Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0010021	 01	 9
	 	 	 American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Some	Other	Race	 P0010022	 01	 9
	 	 	 Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0010023	 01	 9
	 	 	 Asian;	Some	Other	Race	 P0010024	 01	 9
	 	 	 Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some
   Other Race P0010025 01 9
  Population of three races: P0010026 01 9
	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
   Alaska Native P0010027 01 9
	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	Asian	 P0010028	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	Native	Hawaiian	and
	 	 	 Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0010029	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	Some	Other	Race	 P0010030	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Asian	 P0010031	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Native
	 	 	 Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0010032	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Some
   Other Race P0010033 01 9
	 	 	 White;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0010034	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	Asian;	Some	Other	Race	 P0010035	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some
   Other Race P0010036 01 9
	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and	Alaska
	 	 	 Native;	Asian	 P0010037	 01	 9
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	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and	Alaska
	 	 	 Native;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0010038	 01	 9
	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and	Alaska
	 	 	 Native;	Some	Other	Race	 P0010039	 01	 9
	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and
	 	 	 Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0010040	 01	 9
	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	Asian;	Some	Other	Race	 P0010041	 01	 9
	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other
	 	 	 Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0010042	 01	 9
	 	 	 American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Native
	 	 	 Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0010043	 01	 9
	 	 	 American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Some
   Other Race P0010044 01 9
	 	 	 American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Native	Hawaiian	and
	 	 	 Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0010045	 01	 9
	 	 	 Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some
   Other Race P0010046 01 9
  Population of four races: P0010047 01 9
	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
	 	 	 Alaska	Native;	Asian	 P0010048	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
	 	 	 Alaska	Native;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific
   Islander P0010049 01 9
	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
	 	 	 Alaska	Native;	Some	Other	Race	 P0010050	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian
	 	 	 and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0010051	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	Asian;	Some	Other	Race	 P0010052	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	Native	Hawaiian	and
	 	 	 Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0010053	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Native
	 	 	 Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0010054	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Some
   Other Race P0010055 01 9
	 	 	 White;	American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Native
	 	 	 Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0010056	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander;
   Some Other Race P0010057 01 9
	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and	Alaska
	 	 	 Native;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0010058	 01	 9
	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and	Alaska
	 	 	 Native;	Asian;	Some	Other	Race	 P0010059	 01	 9
	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and	Alaska
	 	 	 Native;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some
   Other Race P0010060 01 9
	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and
	 	 	 Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0010061	 01	 9
	 	 	 American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Native
	 	 	 Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0010062	 01	 9
	 	 Population	of	five	races:	 P0010063	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
	 	 	 Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific
   Islander P0010064 01 9
	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
	 	 	 Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Some	Other	Race	 P0010065	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
	 	 	 Alaska	Native;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific
	 	 	 Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0010066	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian
	 	 	 and	Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0010067	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Native
	 	 	 Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0010068	 01	 9
	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and	Alaska
	 	 	 Native;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific
	 	 	 Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0010069	 01	 9
   Population of six races: P0010070 01 9
	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
	 	 	 Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific
	 	 	 Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0010071	 01	 9
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P2. HISPANIC OR LATINO, AND NOT HISPANIC OR LATINO BY RACE [73]
Universe: Total population
Total:    P0020001 01 9
	 Hispanic	or	Latino	 P0020002	 01	 9
	 Not Hispanic	or	Latino:	 P0020003	 01	 9

Population of one race: P0020004 01 9
	 	 	 White	alone	 P0020005	 01	 9

Black or African American alone P0020006 01 9
American Indian and Alaska Native alone P0020007 01 9
Asian alone P0020008 01 9

	 	 	 Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander	alone	 P0020009	 01	 9
Some Other Race alone P0020010 01 9

Two or More Races: P0020011 01 9
Population of two races: P0020012 01 9

	 	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American	 P0020013	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native	 P0020014	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Asian	 P0020015	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0020016	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Some	Other	Race	 P0020017	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
    Alaska Native P0020018 01 9
	 	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	Asian	 P0020019	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	Native	Hawaiian	and
	 	 	 	 Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0020020	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	Some	Other	Race	 P0020021	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Asian	 P0020022	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Native	Hawaiian
	 	 	 	 and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0020023	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Some	Other	Race	 P0020024	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0020025	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 Asian;	Some	Other	Race	 P0020026	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some
    Other Race P0020027 01 9
   Population of three races: P0020028 01 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian
    and Alaska Native P0020029 01 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	Asian	 P0020030	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	Native	Hawaiian
	 	 	 	 and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0020031	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	Some	Other	Race	 P0020032	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Asian	 P0020033	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Native
	 	 	 	 Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0020034	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Some
    Other Race P0020035 01 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific
    Islander P0020036 01 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Asian;	Some	Other	Race	 P0020037	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander;
    Some Other Race P0020038 01 9
	 	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
	 	 	 	 Alaska	Native;	Asian	 P0020039	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
	 	 	 	 Alaska	Native;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific
    Islander P0020040 01 9
	 	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
	 	 	 	 Alaska	Native;	Some	Other	Race	 P0020041	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian
	 	 	 	 and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0020042	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	Asian;	Some	Other	Race	 P0020043	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	Native	Hawaiian	and
	 	 	 	 Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0020044	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Native
	 	 	 	 Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0020045	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Some
    Other Race P0020046 01 9
	 	 	 	 American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Native	Hawaiian
	 	 	 	 and	Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0020047	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander;
    Some Other Race P0020048 01 9
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Population of four races: P0020049 01 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian
	 	 	 	 and	Alaska	Native;	Asian	 P0020050	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian
	 	 	 	 and	Alaska	Native;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other
	 	 	 	 Pacific	Islander	 P0020051	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian
	 	 	 	 and	Alaska	Native;	Some	Other	Race	 P0020052	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	Asian;	Native
	 	 	 	 Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0020053	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	Asian;	Some	Other
    Race P0020054 01 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	Native	Hawaiian	and
	 	 	 	 Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0020055	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Asian;
	 	 	 	 Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0020056	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Asian;
    Some Other Race P0020057 01 9
	 	 	 	 White;	American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Native
	 	 	 	 Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other
    Race P0020058 01 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific
    Islander, Some Other Race P0020059 01 9
	 	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
	 	 	 	 Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other
	 	 	 	 Pacific	Islander	 P0020060	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
	 	 	 	 Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Some	Other	Race	 P0020061	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
	 	 	 	 Alaska	Native;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific
	 	 	 	 Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0020062	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and
	 	 	 	 Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0020063	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Native
	 	 	 	 Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other
    Race P0020064 01 9
	 	 	 Population	of	five	races:	 P0020065	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian
	 	 	 	 and	Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other
	 	 	 	 Pacific	Islander	 P0020066	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
	 	 	 	 Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Some	Other	Race	 P0020067	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian
	 	 	 	 and	Alaska	Native;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific
	 	 	 	 Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0020068	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	Asian;	Native
	 	 	 	 Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other
    Race P0020069 01 9
	 	 	 	 White;	American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Asian;
	 	 	 	 Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some
    Other Race P0020070 01 9
	 	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
	 	 	 	 Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other
	 	 	 	 Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0020071	 01	 9
   Population of six races: P0020072 01 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian
	 	 	 	 and	Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other
	 	 	 	 Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0020073	 01	 9
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File 02—File Linking Fields (comma	delimited).	These	fields	link	File	02	with	the	geographic	header	and	other	files	in	the	data	set.

Field name  Data dictionary  Max size  
Data type
reference name 

File	Identification		 FILEID		 	 6		
A/N

State/U.S. Abbreviation (USPS)  STUSAB   2 
A

Characteristic	Iteration		 CHARITER 	 	 3
A/N

Characteristic Iteration File Sequence Number  CIFSN   2 
A/N

Logical Record Number  LOGRECNO   7 
N

P3. RACE FOR THE POPULATION 18 YEARS AND OVER [71]
Universe: Total population 18 years and over
Total:    P0030001 01 9

Population of one race: P0030002 01 9
	 	 White	alone	 P0030003	 01	 9

Black or African American alone P0030004 01 9
American Indian and Alaska Native alone P0030005 01 9
Asian alone P0030006 01 9

	 	 Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander	alone	 P0030007	 01	 9
Some Other Race alone P0030008 01 9

Two or More Races: P0030009 01 9
Population of two races: P0030010 01 9

	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American	 P0030011	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native	 P0030012	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	Asian	 P0030013	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0030014	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	Some	Other	Race	 P0030015	 01	 9
	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
   Alaska Native P0030016 01 9
	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	Asian	 P0030017	 01	 9
	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	Native	Hawaiian	and
	 	 	 Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0030018	 01	 9
	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	Some	Other	Race	 P0030019	 01	 9
	 	 	 American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Asian	 P0030020	 01	 9
	 	 	 American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Native	Hawaiian	and
	 	 	 Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0030021	 01	 9
	 	 	 American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Some	Other	Race	 P0030022	 01	 9
	 	 	 Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0030023	 01	 9
	 	 	 Asian;	Some	Other	Race	 P0030024	 01	 9
	 	 	 Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some
   Other Race P0030025 01 9
  Population of three races: P0030026 01 9
	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
   Alaska Native P0030027 01 9
	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	Asian	 P0030028	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	Native	Hawaiian	and
	 	 	 Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0030029	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	Some	Other	Race	 P0030030	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Asian	 P0030031	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Native
	 	 	 Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0030032	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Some
   Other Race P0030033 01 9
	 	 	 White;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0030034	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	Asian;	Some	Other	Race	 P0030035	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some
   Other Race P0030036 01 9
	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and	Alaska
	 	 	 Native;	Asian	 P0030037	 01	 9
	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and	Alaska
	 	 	 Native;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0030038	 01	 9
	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and	Alaska
	 	 	 Native;	Some	Other	Race	 P0030039	 01	 9
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	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and
	 	 	 Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0030040	 01	 9
	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	Asian;	Some	Other	Race	 P0030041	 01	 9
	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other
	 	 	 Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0030042	 01	 9
	 	 	 American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Native
	 	 	 Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0030043	 01	 9
	 	 	 American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Some
   Other Race P0030044 01 9
	 	 	 American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Native	Hawaiian	and
	 	 	 Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0030045	 01	 9
	 	 	 Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some
   Other Race P0030046 01 9
  Population of four races: P0030047 01 9
	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
	 	 	 Alaska	Native;	Asian	 P0030048	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
	 	 	 Alaska	Native;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific
   Islander P0030049 01 9
	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
	 	 	 Alaska	Native;	Some	Other	Race	 P0030050	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian
	 	 	 and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0030051	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	Asian;	Some	Other	Race	 P0030052	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	Native	Hawaiian	and
	 	 	 Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0030053	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Native
	 	 	 Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0030054	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Some
   Other Race P0030055 01 9
	 	 	 White;	American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Native
	 	 	 Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0030056	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander;
   Some Other Race P0030057 01 9
	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and	Alaska
	 	 	 Native;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0030058	 01	 9
	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and	Alaska
	 	 	 Native;	Asian;	Some	Other	Race	 P0030059	 01	 9
	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and	Alaska
	 	 	 Native;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some
   Other Race P0030060 01 9
	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and
	 	 	 Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0030061	 01	 9
	 	 	 American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Native
	 	 	 Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0030062	 01	 9
	 	 Population	of	five	races:	 P0030063	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
	 	 	 Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific
   Islander P0030064 01 9
	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
	 	 	 Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Some	Other	Race	 P0030065	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
	 	 	 Alaska	Native;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific
	 	 	 Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0030066	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian
	 	 	 and	Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0030067	 01	 9
	 	 	 White;	American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Native
	 	 	 Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0030068	 01	 9
	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and	Alaska
	 	 	 Native;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific
	 	 	 Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0030069	 01	 9
   Population of six races: P0030070 01 9
	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
	 	 	 Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific
	 	 	 Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0030071	 01	 9
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P4. HISPANIC OR LATINO, AND NOT HISPANIC OR LATINO BY RACE FOR THE POPULATION 18 YEARS AND OVER [73]
Universe: Total population 18 years and over
Total:    P0040001 01 9
	 Hispanic	or	Latino	 P0040002	 01	 9
	 Not Hispanic	or	Latino:	 P0040003	 01	 9

Population of one race: P0040004 01 9
	 	 	 White	alone	 P0040005	 01	 9

Black or African American alone P0040006 01 9
American Indian and Alaska Native alone P0040007 01 9
Asian alone P0040008 01 9

	 	 	 Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander	alone	 P0040009	 01	 9
Some Other Race alone P0040010 01 9

Two or More Races: P0040011 01 9
Population of two races: P0040012 01 9

	 	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American	 P0040013	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native	 P0040014	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Asian	 P0040015	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0040016	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Some	Other	Race	 P0040017	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
    Alaska Native P0040018 01 9
	 	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	Asian	 P0040019	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	Native	Hawaiian	and
	 	 	 	 Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0040020	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	Some	Other	Race	 P0040021	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Asian	 P0040022	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Native	Hawaiian
	 	 	 	 and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0040023	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Some	Other	Race	 P0040024	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0040025	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 Asian;	Some	Other	Race	 P0040026	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some
    Other Race P0040027 01 9
   Population of three races: P0040028 01 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian
    and Alaska Native P0040029 01 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	Asian	 P0040030	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	Native	Hawaiian
	 	 	 	 and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0040031	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	Some	Other	Race	 P0040032	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Asian	 P0040033	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Native
	 	 	 	 Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0040034	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Some
    Other Race P0040035 01 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific
    Islander P0040036 01 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Asian;	Some	Other	Race	 P0040037	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander;
    Some Other Race P0040038 01 9
	 	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
	 	 	 	 Alaska	Native;	Asian	 P0040039	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
	 	 	 	 Alaska	Native;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific
    Islander P0040040 01 9
	 	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
	 	 	 	 Alaska	Native;	Some	Other	Race	 P0040041	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian
	 	 	 	 and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0040042	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	Asian;	Some	Other	Race	 P0040043	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	Native	Hawaiian	and
	 	 	 	 Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0040044	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Native
	 	 	 	 Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0040045	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Some
    Other Race P0040046 01 9
	 	 	 	 American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Native	Hawaiian
	 	 	 	 and	Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0040047	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander;
    Some Other Race P0040048 01 9
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Population of four races: P0040049 01 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian
	 	 	 	 and	Alaska	Native;	Asian	 P0040050	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian
	 	 	 	 and	Alaska	Native;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other
	 	 	 	 Pacific	Islander	 P0040051	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian
	 	 	 	 and	Alaska	Native;	Some	Other	Race	 P0040052	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	Asian;	Native
	 	 	 	 Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0040053	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	Asian;	Some	Other
    Race P0040054 01 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	Native	Hawaiian	and
	 	 	 	 Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0040055	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Asian;
	 	 	 	 Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander	 P0040056	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Asian;
    Some Other Race P0040057 01 9
	 	 	 	 White;	American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Native
	 	 	 	 Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other
    Race P0040058 01 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific
    Islander, Some Other Race P0040059 01 9
	 	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
	 	 	 	 Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other
	 	 	 	 Pacific	Islander	 P0040060	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
	 	 	 	 Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Some	Other	Race	 P0040061	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
	 	 	 	 Alaska	Native;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific
	 	 	 	 Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0040062	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and
	 	 	 	 Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0040063	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Native
	 	 	 	 Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other
    Race P0040064 01 9
	 	 	 Population	of	five	races:	 P0040065	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian
	 	 	 	 and	Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other
	 	 	 	 Pacific	Islander	 P0040066	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
	 	 	 	 Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Some	Other	Race	 P0040067	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian
	 	 	 	 and	Alaska	Native;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific
	 	 	 	 Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0040068	 01	 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	Asian;	Native
	 	 	 	 Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other
    Race P0040069 01 9
	 	 	 	 White;	American	Indian	and	Alaska	Native;	Asian;
	 	 	 	 Native	Hawaiian	and	Other	Pacific	Islander;	Some
    Other Race P0040070 01 9
	 	 	 	 Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian	and
	 	 	 	 Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other
	 	 	 	 Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0040071	 01	 9
   Population of six races: P0040072 01 9
	 	 	 	 White;	Black	or	African	American;	American	Indian
	 	 	 	 and	Alaska	Native;	Asian;	Native	Hawaiian	and	Other
	 	 	 	 Pacific	Islander;	Some	Other	Race	 P0040073	 01	 9

H1. OCCUPANCY STATUS [3]
Universe: Housing units
Total:			 	 	 H0010001		 02		 9
	 Occupied		 H0010002		 02		 9
	 Vacant		 	 H0010003		 02		 9
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Appendix II: Registration data

Statistical categories

Party
dem   Party Democrat
rep   Party Republican
aip   Party American Independent
paf   Party Peace and Freedom
misc   Party Miscellaneous
lib   Party Libertarian
nlp   Party Natural Law
green   Party Green
ref   Party Reform
dcl   Party Declined to State (that is, non stated at registration)

* Parties which are not Democrat, Republican or Declined to State are Other

Sex
male   Male
female   Female

Ethnicity
hispdem Latino Dems
hisprep Latino Reps
hispdcl Latino No Party
hispoth Latino Other Party
jewdem Jewish Dems
jewrep Jewish Reps
jewdcl Jewish No Party
jewoth Jewish Other Party
kordem Korean Dems
korrep Korean Reps
kordcl Korean No Party
koroth Korean Other Party
jpndem Japanese Dems
jpnrep Japanese Reps
jpndcl Japanese No Party
jpnoth Japanese Other Party
chidem Chinese Dems
chirep Chinese Reps
chidcl Chinese No Party
chioth Chinese Other Party
inddem Indian Dems
indrep Indian Reps
inddcl Indian No Party
indoth Indian Other Party
vietdem Vietnamese Dems
vietrep Vietnamese Reps
vietdcl Vietnamese No Party
vietoth Vietnamese Other Party
fildem	 Filipino	Dems
filrep	 Filipino	Reps
fildcl	 Filipino	No	Party
filoth	 Filipino	Other	Party

Sex/Party/Age
male_dem_ageunk	 males	dem	birth	date	not	listed	on	registered	voter	file
male_dem_age1824 males dem age between 18-24
male_dem_age2534 males dem age between 25-34
male_dem_age3544 males dem age between 35-44
male_dem_age4554 males dem age between 45-54
male_dem_age5564 males dem age between 55-64
male_dem_age65pl males dem age between 65 or older
female_dem_ageunk	 females	dem	age	birth	date	not	listed	on	registered	voter	file
female_dem_age1824 females dem age between 1824
female_dem_age2534 females dem age between 2534
female_dem_age3544 females dem age between 3544
female_dem_age4554 females dem age between 4554
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female_dem_age5564 females dem age between 5564
female_dem_age65pl females dem age between 65 or older
male_rep_ageunk	 males	rep	age	birth	date	not	listed	on	registered	voter	file
male_rep_age1824 males rep age between 1824
male_rep_age2534 males rep age between 2534
male_rep_age3544 males rep age between 3544
male_rep_age4554 males rep age between 4554
male_rep_age5564 males rep age between 5564
male_rep_age65pl males rep age between 65 or older
female_rep_ageunk	 females	rep	age	birth	date	not	listed	on	registered	voter	file
female_rep_age1824 females rep age between 1824
female_rep_age2534 females rep age between 2534
female_rep_age3544 females rep age between 3544
female_rep_age4554 females rep age between 4554
female_rep_age5564 females rep age between 5564
female_rep_age65pl females rep age between 65 or older
male_dcl_ageunk	 males	dcl	age	birth	date	not	listed	on	registered	voter	file
male_dcl_age1824 males dcl age between 1824
male_dcl_age2534 males dcl age between 2534
male_dcl_age3544 males dcl age between 3544
male_dcl_age4554 males dcl age between 4554
male_dcl_age5564 males dcl age between 5564
male_dcl_age65pl males dcl age between 65 or older
female_dcl_ageunk	 females	dcl	age	birth	date	not	listed	on	registered	voter	file
female_dcl_age1824 females dcl age between 1824
female_dcl_age2534 females dcl age between 2534
female_dcl_age3544 females dcl age between 3544
female_dcl_age4554 females dcl age between 4554
female_dcl_age5564 females dcl age between 5564
female_dcl_age65pl females dcl age between 65 or older
male_oth_ageunk	 males	oth	age	birth	date	not	listed	on	registered	voter	file
male_oth_age1824 males oth age between 1824
male_oth_age2534 males oth age between 2534
male_oth_age3544 males oth age between 3544
male_oth_age4554 males oth age between 4554
male_oth_age5564 males oth age between 5564
male_oth_age65pl males oth age between 65 or older
female_oth_ageunk	 females	oth	age	birth	date	not	listed	on	registered	voter	file
female_oth_age1824 females oth age between 1824
female_oth_age2534 females oth age between 2534
female_oth_age3544 females oth age between 3544
female_oth_age4554 females oth age between 4554
female_oth_age5564 females oth age between 5564
female_oth_age65pl females oth age between 65 or older

Registration trends
dem_reg_cohort_1  Dems Registered after last general election
dem_reg_cohort_2  Dems Registered after 2nd to last general election
dem_reg_cohort_3  Dems Registered after 3rd to last general election
dem_reg_cohort_4  Dems Registered after 4th to last general election
dem_reg_cohort_5  Dems Registered after 5th to last general election
dem_reg_cohort_6  Dems Registered after 6th to last general election
dem_reg_cohort_7  Dems Registered after 7th to last general election
dem_reg_cohort_8  Dems Registered after 8th to last general election
dem_reg_cohort_9  Dems Registered anytime after 8th to last general election
rep_reg_cohort_1  Reps Registered after last general election
rep_reg_cohort_2  Reps Registered after 2nd to last general election
rep_reg_cohort_3  Reps Registered after 3rd to last general election
rep_reg_cohort_4  Reps Registered after 4th to last general election
rep_reg_cohort_5  Reps Registered after 5th to last general election
rep_reg_cohort_6  Reps Registered after 6th to last general election
rep_reg_cohort_7  Reps Registered after 7th to last general election
rep_reg_cohort_8  Reps Registered after 8th to last general election
rep_reg_cohort_9  Reps Registered anytime after 8th to last general election
dcl_reg_cohort_1  DCLs Registered after last general election
dcl_reg_cohort_2  DCLs Registered after 2nd to last general election
dcl_reg_cohort_3  DCLs Registered after 3rd to last general election
dcl_reg_cohort_4  DCLs Registered after 4th to last general election
dcl_reg_cohort_5  DCLs Registered after 5th to last general election
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dcl_reg_cohort_6  DCLs Registered after 6th to last general election
dcl_reg_cohort_7  DCLs Registered after 7th to last general election
dcl_reg_cohort_8  DCLs Registered after 8th to last general election
dcl_reg_cohort_9  DCLs Registered anytime after 8th to last general election
oth_reg_cohort_1  Oths Registered after last general election
oth_reg_cohort_2  Oths Registered after 2nd to last general election
oth_reg_cohort_3  Oths Registered after 3rd to last general election
oth_reg_cohort_4  Oths Registered after 4th to last general election
oth_reg_cohort_5  Oths Registered after 5th to last general election
oth_reg_cohort_6  Oths Registered after 6th to last general election
oth_reg_cohort_7  Oths Registered after 7th to last general election
oth_reg_cohort_8  Oths Registered after 8th to last general election
oth_reg_cohort_9  Oths Registered anytime after 8th to last general election

Appendix III: Election data

Election	 Office	 Dem	 Rep
g02 GOV Davis  Simon
g02 LTG  Bustamante  McPherson 
g02 SOS  Shelley Olberg 
g02	 CON		 Westley		 McClintock
g02 TRS  Angelides Conlon 
g02 ATG Lockyer Ackerman
g02 INS Garamendi  Mendoza 
g02 CNG district candidate* district candidate*   
g02 SEN district candidate* district candidate*
g02 ASS district candidate* district candidate*  

Election Proposition Title
g02	 PR_46	(Y	and	N)	 Housing	and	Emergency	Shelter	Trust	Fund	Act	of	2002	
g02 PR_47 (Y and N) Kindergarten-University Public Education Facilities Bond Act of 2002 
g02 PR_48 (Y and N)  Court Consolidation 
g02 PR_49 (Y and N) Before and After School Programs. State Grants. 
g02	 PR_50	(Y	and	N)	 Water	Quality,	Supply	and	Safe	drinking	Water	Projects.	Coastal	Wetlands	Purchase	and	Protection	
g02 PR_51 (Y and N) Transportation. Distribution of Existing Motor Vehicle Sales and Use Tax 
g02 PR_52 (Y and N) Election Day Voter Registration. Voter Fraud Penalties. 

Election		 Office	 Dem	 	 Rep
s03      GOV Bustamante Schwarzenegger 

Election Proposition Title
s03 PR_53 (Y and N) Funds Dedicated for State and Local Infrastucture 
s03	 PR_54	(Y	and	N)	 Classification	by	Race,	Ethnicity,	Color,	or	National	Origin	

Election Proposition Title 
p04 PR_55(Y and N) Education Bond 
p04 PR_56 (Y and N) State Budget 
p04 PR_57 (Y and N) Economic Recovery Bond 
p04 PR_58 (Y and N) Balanced Budget 

Election	 Office	 Dem	1	 Dem	2	
p04 USS Marin  Jones 

Election	 Office	 Dem	 Rep
g04 PRS Kerry Bush 
g04 USS  Boxer  Jones 

Election Proposition Title
g04 PR_1A (Y and N) Protection of Local Government Revenues 
g04 PR_59 (Y and N) Public Records. Open Meetings 
g04 PR_60 (Y and N) Election Rights of Political Parties 
g04 PR_60A (Y and N) Surplus Property 
g04	 PR_61	(Y	and	N)	 Children’s	Hospital	Projects.	Grant	Program	
g04 PR_62 (Y and N) Elections. Primaries 
g04	 PR_63	(Y	and	N)	 Mental	Health	Services	Expansion.	Funding.	Tax	on	Personal	Incomes	above	$1	million.

* The	specific	top-two	Democratic	and	Republican	candidates	in	the	State	Assembly,	Congressional	and	Senate	district	races	varies	by	district.
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g04 PR_64 (Y and N) Limits on Private Enforcement of Unfair Business Competition Laws. 
g04 PR_65 (Y and N) Local Government Funds, Revenues. State Mandates. 
g04 PR_66 (Y and N) Limitations on “Three Strikes” Law. Sex Crimes. Punishment. 
g04 PR_67 (Y and N) Emergency Medical Services. Funding. Telephone Surcharge. 
g04 PR_68 (Y and N) Non-Tribal Commercial Gambling Expansion. Tribal Gaming Compact Amendments 
g04 PR_69 (Y and N) DNA Samples. Collection. Database. Funding 
g04 PR_70 (Y and N) Tribal Gaming Compacts. Exclusive Gaming Rights. Contributions to State 
g04 PR_71 (Y and N) Stem Cell Research 
g04	 PR_72	(Y	and	N)	 Health	Care	Coverage	Requirements	

Election Proposition Title 
s05	 PR_73	(Y	and	N)	 Waiting	Period	and	Parental	Notification	Before	Termination	of	Minor’s	Pregnancy	
s05	 PR_74	(Y	and	N)	 Public	School	Teachers.	Waiting	Period	for	Permanent	Status.	Dismissal	
s05 PR_75 (Y and N) Public Employee Union Dues, Restrictions on Political Contributions 
s05 PR_76 (Y and N) State Spending and School Funding Limits. Initiative Constitutional Amendment 
s05 PR_77 (Y and N) Redistricting Initiative Constitutional Amendment 
s05 PR_78 (Y and N) Discounts on Prescription Drugs. Initiative Statute 
s05 PR_79 (Y and N) Prescription Drug Discounts. State-negotiated Rebates.
s05 PR_80 (Y and N) Electric Service Providers. Regulation. Initiative Statute 

Election	 Office	 Dem	1	 Dem	2	
p06	 GOV	 Angelides		 Westly
p06 LTG Garamendi  Figueroa
p06 SOS Bowen  Ortiz

Election	 Office	 Rep	1	 Rep	2
p06 LTG McClintock Farmer

Election	 Office	 Dem	1	 Dem	2
p06 CON Dunn Chiang 

Election	 Office	 Rep	1	 Rep	2
p06	 CON	 Harris	 Strickland	
p06 TRS Parrish  Richman

Election	 Office	 Dem	1	 Dem	2
p06 ATG Delgadillo Brown 
p06 INS Bustamante  Kraft

Election	 Office	 Rep	1	
p06 USS Mountjoy  

Election Proposition Title 
p06 PR_81 (Y and N) Reading Improvement, Library Renovation Bond Act 
p06 PR_82 (Y and N) Preschool Education. Tax Increase Upper Income.

Election	 Office	 Dem	 Rep
g06  GOV  Angelides  Schwarzenegger 
g06  LTG  Garamendi  McClintock 
g06  SOS  Bowen  McPherson 
g06  CON Chiang  Strickland 
g06  INS  Bustamante  Poizner 
g06  TRS  Lockyer  Parrish 
g06  ATG  Brown  Poochigian 
g06  USS  Feinstein  Mountjoy 
g06  CNG  district candidate* district candidate* 
g06  SEN  district candidate* district candidate*
g06  ASS  district candidate* district candidate* 

Election Proposition Title
g06  PR_1A (Y and N) Transportation Funding Protection 
g06		 PR_1B	(Y	and	N)	 Highway	Safety/Air	Quality/Port	Security	Bond	2006	
g06		 PR_1C	(Y	and	N)	 Housing/Emergency	Shelter	Trust	Fund	2006	
g06  PR_1D (Y and N) Public Education Facilities bond 2006 
g06  PR_1E (Y and N) Disaster Preparedness/Flood Prevention Bond 2006 
g06  PR_83 (Y and N) Sex Offenders/Residence Restrictions Monitoring 

*	The	specific	top-two	Democratic	and	Republican	candidates	in	the	State	Assembly,	Congressional	and	Senate	district	races	varies	by	district.
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g06 	 PR_84	(Y	and	N)	 Water	Qual/Flood/Resource	Protection/Park	Bonds	
g06		 PR_85	(Y	and	N)	 Waiting	Period/Parental	Notification	
g06  PR_86 (Y and N) Cigarette Tax Initiative 
g06 PR_87 (Y and N) Alternative Energy/Research/Oil Producer Tax
g06 PR_88 (Y and N) Education Funding/Real Property Parcel Tax 
g06 PR_89 (Y and N) Political Campaigns/Public Financing/Corp Tax 
g06 PR_90 (Y and N) Govt Acquisition/Regulation of Private Property 

Election Proposition Title 
s08 PR_91 (Y and N) Transportation Funds 
s08 PR_92 (Y and N) Community Colleges. Funding. Governance. Fees. 
s08	 PR_93	(Y	and	N)	 Limits	on	Legislators’	Terms	of	Office	
s08 PR_94 (Y and N) Ref on Amd to Indian Gaming compact. Pechanga 
s08 PR_95 (Y and N) Ref on Amd to Indian Gaming Compact. Morongo 
s08 PR_96 (Y and N) Ref on Amd to Indian Gaming Compact. Sycuan 
s08 PR_97 (Y and N) Ref on Amd to Indian Gaming Compact. Agua Caliente 

Election	 Office	 Dem	1	 Dem	2		
s08 PRESDEM Obama Clinton

Election	 Office	 Rep	1	 Rep	2		
s08 PRESREP McCain Romney

Election Proposition Title 
p08 PR_98 (Y and N) Eminent Domain. Limits on Government Authority. Initiative Constitutional Amendment 
p08 PR_99 (Y and N) Eminent Domain. Limits on Government Acquisition of Owner-Occupied Residence. 
       Initiative Constitutional Amendment 

Election	 Office	 Dem	 Rep	
g08  PRS Obama  McCain 
g08      SEN  district candidate* district candidate*
g08      ASS  district candidate* district candidate*

Election Proposition Title 
g08  PR_10 (Y and N) Alternative Fuel Vehicles and renewable Energy Bonds 
g08  PR_11 (Y and N)  Redistricting
g08  PR_12 (Y and N) Veterans’ Bonds
g08		 PR_1A		(Y	and	N)	 Safe,	Reliable	High-Speed	Train	Bond	Act	
g08 PR_5 (Y and N) Nonviolent Drug Offense, Sentencing, Parole, Rehab 
g08 PR_6 (Y and N) Police, Law Enforcement Funding, Criminal Laws
g08 PR_7 (Y and N) Renewable Energy Generation 
g08 PR_8 (Y and N) Eliminates Rich of Same-Sex Couples to Marry 
g08 PR_9 (Y and N) Criminal Justice System. Victims’ Rights. Parole 
g08 	 PR_2	(Y	and	N)	 Standards	for	Confining	Farm	Animals	
g08 	 PR_3	(Y	and	N)	 Children’s	Hospital	Bond	Act.	Grant	Program	
g08 PR_4 (Y and N) Parent Notif. Before Terminating Minor’s Pregnancy 

Election	 Office	 Rep	1	 Rep	2
p10	 GOV	 Poizner	 Whitman	

Election	 Office	 Dem	1	 Dem	2
p10	 LTG	 Hahn	 Newsom	

Election	 Office	 Rep	1	 Rep	2
p10 LTG Maldonado Aanestad 
p10 SOS Dunn  Taitz

Election	 Office	 Dem	1	 Dem	2
p10 INS Jones  De La Torre

Election	 Office	 Rep	1	 Rep	2
p10 INS Fitzgerald Villines 
p10 CON Evans Strickland 

Election	 Office	 Dem	1	 Dem	2
p10	 ATG	 Torrico	 Harris	

* The	specific	top-two	Democratic	and	Republican	candidates	in	the	State	Assembly,	Congressional	and	Senate	district	races	varies	by	district.
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Election	 Office	 Rep	1	 Rep	2
p10 ATG Cooley  Eastman
p10 USS Fiorina Campbell

Election Proposition Title
p10	 PR_13	(Y	and	N)	 Property	Taxes	and	Seismic	Retrofit	of	Buildings	
p10 PR_14 (Y and N) Primary Election Participation 
p10 PR_15 (Y and N) California Fair Elections Act 
p10 PR_16 (Y and N) Local Electricity Providers 
p10 PR_17 (Y and N) Auto Insurance Pricing 

Election	 Office	 Dem	 Rep	
g10		 GOV	 Brown		 Whitman	
g10  LTG Newsom  Maldonado 
g10  SOS Bowen  Dunn
g10  CON Chiang  Strickland
g10  INS  Jones  Villines
g10		 TRS	 Lockyer		 Walters	
g10		 ATG		 Harris		 Cooley	
g10  USS Boxer  Fiorina 
g10  CNG  district candidate* district candidate*  
g10  SEN   district candidate* district candidate*
g10  ASS   district candidate* district candidate*  

Election Proposition Title 
g10  PR_19 (Y and N) Legalize Marijuana in CA, Regulate and Tax 
g10  PR_20 (Y and N) Redistricting of Congressional Districts 
g10  PR_21 (Y and N) State Park Funding. Vehicle License Surcharge 
g10  PR_22 (Y and N) Prohibit State From Taking some Local Funds 
g10  PR_23 (Y and N) Suspend Air Pollution Control Law 
g10  PR_24 (Y and N) Repeal Allowance of Lower Business Tax Liability 
g10  PR_25 (Y and N) Simple Majority Vote to Pass Budget 
g10  PR_26 (Y and N) 2/3 Vote for Some State/Local Fees 
g10  PR_27 (Y and N) Eliminate State Redistricting Commission 

*	The	specific	top-two	Democratic	and	Republican	candidates	in	the	State	Assembly,	Congressional	and	Senate	district	races	varies	by	district.
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Appendix IV: TIGER relational data files

The	following	documentation	is	taken	from	the	Census	Bureau	TIGER	file	documentation.		These	are	the	files	
which are used to perform the geocoding discussed in this documentation. 

Figure 6: TIGER/LINE Shapefiles Relationship Tables  
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The	All	Lines	shapefile	(edges.shp)	contains	the	geometry	and	attributes	of	each	topological	primitive	edge.	
Each	edge	has	a	unique	TLID	(TIGER/Line	Identifier)	value.	The	left	and	right	faces	for	an	edge	can	be	
determined by linking on the TFIDL (left) or TFIDR (right) attribute to the TFID attribute in the Topological 
Faces relationship table (faces.dbf).  The Address Ranges relationship table (addr.dbf) contains the attributes of 
each address range. Each address range has a unique ARID value. The edge to which an address range applies 
can	be	determined	by	linking	to	the	edges	shapefile	on	the	TLID	attribute.	Multiple	address	ranges	can	apply	to	
the same edge (an edge can have multiple address ranges).

The Address Range-Feature Name relationship table (addrfn.dbf) contains a record for each address range-
linear	feature	name	relationship.	The	purpose	of	this	relationship	file	is	to	identify	all	street	names	associated	
with	each	address	range.	An	edge	can	have	several	feature	names;	an	address	range	located	on	an	edge	can	be	
associated with one or any combination of the available feature names (an address range can have multiple 
feature	names).	The	address	range	is	identified	by	the	ARID	attribute,	which	can	be	used	to	link	to	the	Address	
Ranges	relationship	table.	The	linear	feature	name	is	identified	by	the	LINEARID	attribute	that	relates	the	
address range back to the featnames.dbf table.

The Feature Names relationship table (featnames.dbf) contains a record for each feature name-edge 
combination, and includes the feature name attributes. The edge to which a Feature Names relationship table 
record	applies	can	be	determined	by	linking	to	the	All	Lines	shapefile	on	the	TLID	attribute.	Multiple	Feature	
Names	relationship	table	records	can	link	to	the	same	edge,	for	example,	a	road	edge	could	link	to	US	Hwy	
22	and	Rathburn	Road.	The	linear	feature	to	which	the	feature	name	applies	is	identified	by	the	LINEARID	
attribute. Multiple feature names may exist for the same edge (linear features are not included in the data set, 
but	could	be	constructed	using	the	All	Lines	shapefile	and	the	relationship	tables).

The Topological Faces relationship table contains the attributes of each topological primitive face. Each face 
has	a	unique	TFID	value.	The	face	geometries	can	be	built	from	the	All	Lines	shapefile	using	the	edges’	left	
and right face relationships. The geometries of each geographic entity can then be built by dissolving the face 
geometries on the appropriate attribute(s) in the Topological Faces relationship table. 

The	Area	Landmark	shapefile	(arealm.shp)	contains	the	geometry	and	attributes	of	each	area	landmark.	Each	
area landmark has a unique AREAID value.

The Topological Faces-Area Landmark relationship table (facesal.dbf) contains a record for each face-area 
landmark relationship. The face to which a Topological Faces-Area Landmark relationship table record applies 
can be determined by linking to the Topological Faces relationship table on the TFID attribute. The area 
landmark to which a Topological Faces-Area Landmark relationship table record applies can be determined 
by	linking	to	the	Area	Landmark	shapefile	on	the	AREAID	attribute.	A	face	may	be	part	of	multiple	area	
landmarks. An area landmark may consist of multiple faces.

The	Area	Hydrography	shapefile	contains	the	geometry	and	attributes	of	each	area	hydrography	feature.	Each	
area	hydrography	feature	has	a	unique	HYDROID	value.	

The	Topological	Faces-Area	Hydrography	relationship	table	contains	a	record	for	each	face-area	hydrography	
feature	relationship.	The	face	to	which	a	Topological	Faces-Area	Hydrography	relationship	table	record	applies	
can be determined by linking to the Topological Faces table on the TFID attribute. The area hydrography 
feature	to	which	a	Topological	Faces-Area	Hydrography	relationship	table	record	applies	can	be	determined	
by	linking	to	the	Area	Hydrography	shapefile	on	the	HYDROID	attribute.	A	face	may	be	part	of	multiple	area	
water features. An area water feature may consist of multiple faces.
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Appendix V:  Ecological techniques

What “Ecological” Techniques Do

Suppose there are two types of voters, left and right. Furthermore, on a proposition (call it Prop X), left voters support 
X at an 80 percent level and right voters support it at a 20 percent level. Then taking three precincts, we would expect 
the following:

Precinct Prop X Yes Left Voters  Right Voters
 Vote Left Voters Votes for X Right Voters Votes for X
1A   100   80   64   180   36
2A   120   100   80   200   40
4B   280   320   256   120   24

So what do ecological inference techniques do? Note that in the above table, we know the precinct, we know the Prop 
X	Yes	Vote	(from	the	SOV),	we	know	the	number	of	left	voters	(from	the	county	registrar	who	voted	file),	and	the	
number	of	right	voters	(same	source).	What	we	don’t	know	is	the	level	of	support	of	left	voters	for	Prop	X,	nor	the	
level	of	support	of	right	voters	for	Prop	X.	Ecological	inference	find	the	levels	of	support	from	election	results	when	
those levels of support are not known.

Here’s	a	simple	example	of	how	ecological	inference	works.	Suppose	we	have	two	precincts	only	and	want	to	find	the	
level of support of the left and right voters.  If it is precinct 1A and 2A, then rewrite the above table for these precincts 
as

Precinct Prop X Yes Left Voters  Right Voters
 Vote Left Voters Votes for X Right Voters Votes for X
1A 100 80 x1 180 x2
2A 120 100 x1 200 x2

Here,	we	are	uncertain	as	to	the	levels	of	support	so	we	write	them	as	x1	for	the	support	of	left	voters	and	x2	as	the	
support of right voters. Then this is two equations in two unknowns (just like in Algebra I), so we solve

100 = 80 * x1 + 180 * x2
120 = 100 * x1 + 200 * x2

for x1 and x2. The solution? x1 = .8 and x2 = .2. For more than two equations, one technique for handling multiple 
equations	is	a	statistical	technique	called	least	squares	or	regression.	Goodman	in	1951	was	the	first	to	propose	this,	
and it is sometimes call a Goodman regression.

Why	are	there	issues	with	ecological	inference?	Well,	here	is	one	potential	problem.	Taking	the	first	table	above,	let’s	
alter the last row so that instead of 280 votes yes on Prop X, we get a table as follows:

Precinct Prop X Yes Left Voters  Right Voters
 Vote Left Voters Votes for X Right Voters Votes for X
1A 100 80 x1 180 x2
2A 120 100 x1 200 x2
4B 200 320 x1 120 x2

Now, suppose we solve the second and third equation for x1 and x2, or the system of equations

120 = 100 * x1 + 200 * x2
200 = 320 * x1 + 120 * x2

The solution is x1 = .48 and x2 = .36--quite a bit different than the levels of support of .8 and .2.
So a key assumption of ecological inference is that the support levels are (relatively) constant across precincts.  Some 
error is inevitable, and handling this error is typically how variants of ecological regression differ.
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While	ecological	regression	is	used	in	this	database	construction	to	improve	the	accuracy	of	database	
information, it should be noted that ecological regression is the accepted statistical methodology in Voting 
Rights Act cases for inferring the propensity of groups of individuals to support political candidates. One 
court described the method this way: “Ecological regression, the standard method for inferring the behavior of 
population groups from data collected for aggregate units, was used to estimate the voting behavior of non-
Hispanics	and	Hispanics.	The	regression	methodology	generates	prediction	equations	that	indicate	how	voting	
responds	to	variations	in	the	proportions	of	Hispanics	and	non-Hispanics	in	each	precinct.	These	equations	can	
provide	the	information	needed	to	estimate	the	average	voting	of	non-	Hispanics	and	Hispanics,	respectively,	
in the election district under analysis.” Garza v. County of Los Angeles, 756 F. Supp. 1298 (C.D. Cal. 1990), 
aff’d, 918 F.2d 763, cert. denied, 498 U.S. 1028 (1991).

Appendix VI:  Potential Geocoding Problems

For an illustration of potential geocoding problems, consider Figure 2 in the text, reproduced here.

Figure 2: A 2010 Census Block Which is Not a City Block

The dark orange shaded portion is block 2008. Block 2008 is essentially Shoreline Drive (in Alameda). By the 
Census	Bureau’s	criteria,	the	double	lines	that	roughly	form	a	square	in	the	middle	of	this	figure	(which	are	
Shoreline, Park, Broadway and Otis--see map below), should have been treated as a single block (with a water 
block in the middle--also see map below).

Now consider the address 2465 Shoreline Drive, Alameda, CA, which is an apartment complex that Google 
Maps	puts	at	location	A	on	the	map	below.	The	Census	Bureau’s	TIGER	address/block	equivalency	files	put	
that address into block 2008. The population, however, has actually been assigned to block 2012 in PL94-171, 
so that geocoding has created a block with large registration (over 500 registered voters) and no population. 
On the other hand, block 2012 has a large population and no registered voters. This problem occurs because 
the	address	ranges	released	on	the	TIGER	files	do	not	agree	with	the	Census	Bureau’s	internal	assignment	
files	(which	are	not	released).	So	the	primary	source	of	block	registration/population	errors	(zero	population	
blocks with registration, blocks with population and no registration) come about from the mismatches that are 
described here.

©2011 Google - Map data ©2011 Google -

To see all the details that are visible on the
screen, use the "Print" link next to the map.

2465 Shoreline Drive, Alameda, CA - Google Maps http://maps.google.com/maps?hl=en&tab=wl
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Release Information

CB11-CN.68
Contact:  Public Information
Office
(mailto:pio.2010@census.gov)
301-763-3030

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:  TUESDAY, MARCH 8, 2011

U.S. Census Bureau Delivers California's 2010 Census Population Totals, Including First Look at
Race and Hispanic Origin Data for Legislative Redistricting

The U.S. Census Bureau today released more detailed 2010 Census population totals and demographic characteristics to the governor and leadership of the state legislature in California.
These data provide the first look at population counts for small areas and race, Hispanic origin, voting age and housing unit data released from the 2010 Census.

The official 2010 Census Redistricting Data Summary File can be used to redraw federal, state and local legislative districts under Public Law 94-171. The census data are used by state
officials to realign congressional and state legislative districts in their states, taking into account population shifts since the 2000 Census.

Data for California show that the five most populous incorporated places and their 2010 Census counts are Los Angeles, 3,792,621; San Diego, 1,307,402; San Jose, 945,942; San
Francisco, 805,235; and Fresno, 494,665. Los Angeles grew by 2.6 percent since the 2000 Census. San Diego grew by 6.9 percent, San Jose grew by 5.7 percent, San Francisco grew by 3.7 percent, and Fresno grew
by 15.7 percent.

The largest county is Los Angeles, with a population of 9,818,605. Its population grew by 3.1 percent since 2000. The other counties in the top five include San Diego, with a population of 3,095,313 (increase of 10.0
percent); Orange, 3,010,232 (increase of 5.8 percent); Riverside, 2,189,641 (increase of 41.7 percent); and San Bernardino, 2,035,210 (increase of 19.1 percent).

The redistricting file consists of five detailed tables: the first shows the population by race, including six single race groups and 57 multiple race groups (63 total race categories); the second shows the Hispanic or Latino
population as well as the non-Hispanic or Latino population cross-tabulated by the 63 race categories. These tabulations are repeated in the third and fourth tables for the population 18 years and over and are for the
resident population of the United States. The fifth table provides counts of housing units and their occupancy status.

These five detailed tables are available to the public online via FTP download at http://www2.census.gov/census_2010/01-Redistricting_File--PL_94-171/ (http://www2.census.gov/census_2010/01-Redistricting_File--
PL_94-171/) and will be available within 24 hours at http://factfinder2.census.gov (http://factfinder2.census.gov). (Access 2003 or Access 2007 shells or SAS scripts are provided to assist with importing and accessing
the summary file data from the FTP site. These shells and scripts can be found at https://www.census.gov/rdo/tech_tips (/rdo/tech_tips). This Web page also contains special instructions for linking data downloaded from
FactFinder and/or the FTP site with the Census Bureau's geographic products.)

By April 1, all 50 states, the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico will receive these data for the following areas: state, congressional districts (for 111th Congress), counties, minor civil divisions, state legislative districts,
places, school districts, census tracts, block groups and blocks, and if applicable, American Indian and Alaska Native areas and Hawaiian home lands. In addition, data are available for the 46 states that voluntarily
provided voting districts to the Census Bureau's Redistricting Data Program. Unique geographies for the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico are also available.

Race and Hispanic Origin Data
The Census Bureau collects race and Hispanic origin information following the U.S. Office of Management and Budget's (OMB) standards for collecting and tabulating data on race and ethnicity. In October 1997, the
OMB issued the current standards, which identify five race groups: white, black or African-American, American Indian or Alaska Native, Asian, and Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander. The Census Bureau also
utilized a sixth category - "some other race." Respondents who reported only one race are shown in these six groups.

Individuals were first presented with the option to self-identify with more than one race in the 2000 Census, and this continued in the 2010 Census. People who identify with more than one race may choose to provide
multiple races in response to the race question. The 2010 Census results provide new data on the size and makeup of the nation's multiracial population.

Respondents who reported more than one of the six race groups are included in the "two or more races" population. There are 57 possible combinations of the six race groups.

The Census Bureau included the "some other race" category for responses that could not be classified in any of the other race categories on the questionnaire. In the 2000 Census, the vast majority of people who
reported only as "some other race" were of Hispanic or Latino origin. Data on Hispanics or Latinos, who may be of any race, were obtained from a separate question on ethnicity.

How to Find Assistance
Additional information about the redistricting data program, including news releases for other states, can be found online at http://2010.census.gov/news/press-kits/redistricting.html (/2010census/news/press-
kits/redistricting.html). More information on the redistricting data program is also available at https://www.census.gov/rdo/data (/rdo/data).

For further information about California's 2010 Census redistricting data, contact:

Census Redistricting Data Office, U.S. Census Bureau, 301-763-4039; e-mail: rdo@census.gov (mailto:rdo@census.gov);

Census Bureau Regional Office, Los Angeles, 818-267-1725; e-mail: Los.Angeles.Regional.Office@census.gov (mailto:Los.Angeles.Regional.Office@census.gov); and Seattle, 425-908-3060; e-mail:
Seattle.Regional.Office@census.gov (mailto:Seattle.Regional.Office@census.gov)

State Data Centers https://www.census.gov/sdc/network.html (/sdc/network.html)

Description of Five Custom Tables
In addition to the full set of detailed tables to be available on FactFinder within 24 hours, five custom tables are also attached to this news release. The first (Table 1) shows the most populous counties and incorporated
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[Excel] or the letters [xls] indicate a document is in the Microsoft® Excel® Spreadsheet Format (XLS). To view the file, you will need the Microsoft® Excel® Viewer (http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=10)  available for free from Microsoft®. [PDF] or 
(/main/www/pdf.html) denotes a file in Adobe’s Portable Document Format (/main/www/pdf.html). To view the file, you will need the Adobe® Reader® (http://www.adobe.com/products/reader/)  available free from Adobe. This symbol  indicates a link to a non-government web site.
Our linking to these sites does not constitute an endorsement of any products, services or the information found on them. Once you link to another site you are subject to the policies of the new site.

CONNECT WITH US (https://www.census.gov/about/contact-us/social_media.html)  (https://www.facebook.com/uscensusbureau)  (https://twitter.com/uscensusbureau)
 (https://www.linkedin.com/company/us-census-bureau)  (https://www.youtube.com/user/uscensusbureau)  (https://www.instagram.com/uscensusbureau/) 

(https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/USCENSUS/subscriber/new)

places in 2010, their change since the 2000 Census and their population rank for both decades.

Table 2 shows data for all ages and for those 18 and older for the Hispanic or Latino population, as well as for people who reported one race and those who reported two or more races. This table also shows the
numeric and percent change in the population by race and Hispanic origin between 2000 and 2010.

Table 3 is similar to Table 2. However, it shows data for the six "race alone or in combination" categories. The concept "race alone or in combination" includes people who reported only a single race (e.g., Asian) and
people who reported that race in combination with one or more of the other major race groups (i.e., white, black or African-American, American Indian and Alaska Native, Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander, and
some other race).

The concept "race alone or in combination," represents the maximum number of people who reported as that major race group, either alone or in combination with another race(s). The sum of the six individual "race
alone or in combination" categories may add to more than the total population because people who reported more than one race were tallied in each race category.

For people who reported two or more races, Table 4 shows the population in each of the 15 combinations of two races (for example, the number of people who reported being both white and black or African-American).

Table 5 shows the population in the major race categories and of Hispanic or Latino origin for California's most populous counties and incorporated places.

Description of Two Custom Maps
The attached custom maps show the total population by county for California and the percent change in the population by county.

-X-

Editor's Note: The five detailed tables provided to the state are available to the public online via FTP download at http://www2.census.gov/census_2010/01-Redistricting_File--PL_94-171/
(http://www2.census.gov/census_2010/01-Redistricting_File--PL_94-171/) and will be available within 24 hours at http://factfinder2.census.gov (http://factfinder2.census.gov). Access 2003 or Access 2007 shells or SAS scripts
are provided to assist with importing and accessing the summary file data from the FTP site. These shells and scripts can be found at https://www.census.gov/rdo/tech_tips (/rdo/tech_tips). This Web page also contains special
instructions for linking data downloaded from FactFinder and/or the FTP site with the Census Bureau's geographic products.
Follow us on Twitter (http://twitter.com/uscensusbureau), Facebook (http://www.facebook.com/uscensusbureau), Flickr (http://www.flickr.com/photos/uscensusbureau) and YouTube
(http://www.youtube.com/user/uscensusbureau) (/uscensusbureau).
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EXHIBIT E  



AMENDED IN SENATE MAY 29, 2020 

AMENDED IN SENATE MAY 11, 2020 

AMENDED IN SENATE MARCH 17, 2020 

SENATE BILL  No. 970 

Introduced by Senator Umberg and Assembly Member Berman
(Principal coauthors: Senator Atkins and Assembly Member Rendon)

Introduced by Committee on Elections and Constitutional 
Amendments

February 11, 2020 

An act to amend Sections 316, 340, 1000, 1001, 1201, and 1202 of 
the Elections Code, relating to elections. 

legislative counsel’s digest 

SB 970, as amended, Committee on Elections and Constitutional 
Amendments Umberg. Primary election date. 

Existing law requires that the statewide direct primary be held on the 
first Tuesday after the first Monday in March in each even-numbered 
year. Existing law requires that the presidential primary be held on that 
same date in any year that is evenly divisible by 4. 

This bill would change the date of the statewide direct primary to the 
first Tuesday after the first Monday in June in even-numbered years in 
which there is no presidential primary. 

Vote:   majority.   Appropriation:   no.  Fiscal committee:   yes.

State-mandated local program:   no.

  

 96   



The people of the State of California do enact as follows: 

 line 1 SECTION 1. The Legislature finds and declares all of the 
 line 2 following:
 line 3 (a)  California voters approved the Voters FIRST Act in 2008 
 line 4 and the Voters FIRST Act for Congress in 2010, which together 
 line 5 established the Citizens Redistricting Commission and made the 
 line 6 commission responsible for adjusting the boundary lines of the 
 line 7 congressional, State Senatorial, Assembly, and Board of 
 line 8 Equalization districts based on the federal decennial census and 
 line 9 in conformity with standards set forth in both the federal and state 

 line 10 constitutions. 
 line 11 (b)  The commission is required to conduct an open and 
 line 12 transparent process enabling full public consideration of and 
 line 13 comment on the drawing of district lines. That process includes 
 line 14 holding public hearings both before and after releasing draft and 
 line 15 final plans and providing adequate public comment periods after 
 line 16 any plans are released. 
 line 17 (c)  The commission cannot draw new district lines until it 
 line 18 receives census data from the United States Census Bureau. Due 
 line 19 to the COVID-19 pandemic, the United States Census Bureau has 
 line 20 announced that release of census data to California will be delayed 
 line 21 up to four months to July 31, 2021. As a result, the commission 
 line 22 will not have sufficient time to undertake the redistricting process 
 line 23 as required by the Voters FIRST Act and the Voters FIRST Act for 
 line 24 Congress and to approve new district boundaries that will be in 
 line 25 place in time for a statewide direct primary election held in March 
 line 26 2022. Therefore, the Legislature finds that the 2022 statewide 
 line 27 direct primary election must be moved back to June 7, 2022. 
 line 28 SECTION 1.
 line 29 SEC. 2. Section 316 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
 line 30 316. “Direct primary” is the primary election held on the first 
 line 31 Tuesday after the first Monday in June in each even-numbered 
 line 32 year that is not evenly divisible by four and on the first Tuesday 
 line 33 after the first Monday in March in each even-numbered year that 
 line 34 is evenly divisible by four. 
 line 35 SEC. 2.
 line 36 SEC. 3. Section 340 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
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 line 1 340. “Presidential primary” is the primary election that is held 
 line 2 on the first Tuesday after the first Monday in March of any year 
 line 3 that is evenly divisible by four. 
 line 4 SEC. 3.
 line 5 SEC. 4. Section 1000 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
 line 6 1000. The established election dates are as follows: 
 line 7 (a)  The first Tuesday after the first Monday in March of each 
 line 8 even-numbered year that is evenly divisible by four. 
 line 9 (b)  The first Tuesday after the first Monday in March of each 

 line 10 odd-numbered year. 
 line 11 (c)  The second Tuesday of April in each even-numbered year. 
 line 12 (d)  The first Tuesday after the first Monday in June in each 
 line 13 even-numbered year that is not evenly divisible by four. 
 line 14 (e)  The first Tuesday after the first Monday in November of 
 line 15 each year. 
 line 16 SEC. 4.
 line 17 SEC. 5. Section 1001 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
 line 18 1001. The following are statewide elections and their dates are 
 line 19 statewide election dates: 
 line 20 (a)  An election held in November of an even-numbered year. 
 line 21 (b)  An election held in June of an even-numbered year that is 
 line 22 not evenly divisible by four and in March of each even-numbered 
 line 23 year that is evenly divisible by four. 
 line 24 SEC. 5.
 line 25 SEC. 6. Section 1201 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
 line 26 1201. The statewide direct primary shall be held on the first 
 line 27 Tuesday after the first Monday in June of each even-numbered 
 line 28 year that is not evenly divisible by four and on the first Tuesday 
 line 29 after the first Monday in March in each even-numbered year that 
 line 30 is evenly divisible by four. 
 line 31 SEC. 6.
 line 32 SEC. 7. Section 1202 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
 line 33 1202. The presidential primary shall be consolidated with the 
 line 34 statewide direct primary in any year that is evenly divisible by 
 line 35 four, and the consolidated primary shall be held on the first 
 line 36 Tuesday after the first Monday in March. 

O 
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EXHIBIT F  



From: Schwab, James <jschwab@sos.ca.gov> 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 4:03 PM 
To: Perez, Edson 
Cc: Reardon, Stacey; Mok, Tiffany; Chesin, Darren; Jones, Ethan 
Subject: Re: Legislative Ballot Measure Deadline  
  
Here you go, JUly 26 is deadline for a supplemental. A supplemental roughly costs $4-$6 million 
depending on size of the measure. 
 
November 2020 Supplemental Vote Information Guide   
Separate 20-day Public Display Periods for English BLTS and All Supplemental VIG Content 
  
Midnight, Sunday, July 26, 2020 (E-100):  Measures must be passed by the Legislature, signed by the 
Governor, if applicable, and chaptered by the Secretary of State by midnight on this date to be included 
in a supplemental Voter Information Guide. 
  
5:00 p.m., Wednesday, August 5, 2020 (E-90):  English ballot labels and titles and summaries are due 
from Attorney General and provided to translators. 
  
5:00 p.m., Thursday, August 6, 2020 (E-89):  Arguments for and against measures must be submitted to 
the Secretary of State. 
  
5:00 p.m., Thursday, August 6, 2020 (E-89):  Arguments exchanged between authors. 
  
5:00 p.m., Friday, August 7, 2020 (E-88):  Translations of ballot labels and titles and summaries are due 
and provided to advisory body. 
  
Saturday, August 8, 2020 (E-87):  First day of English BLTS 20-day public display period. 
  
5:00 p.m., Saturday, August 8, 2020 (E-87):  Feedback on translations of ballot labels and titles and 
summaries due from advisory body and provided to translators. 
  
5:00 p.m., Monday, August 10, 2020 (E-85):  Legislative analyses, Overview of State Bond Debt, texts, 
rebuttals, 50-word summaries, and final translations of ballot labels and titles and summaries are due. 
  
Tuesday, August 11, 2020 (E-84):  First day of all supplemental VIG content (with BLTS translations) 20-
day public display period. 
  
5:00 p.m., Friday, August 28, 2020 (E-67):  End of the English BLTS 20-day public display period.  Final 
versions with any court-ordered changes are provided to county elections officials.  This is the date the 
final certified list of candidates is also provided to county elections officials. 
  
5:00 p.m., Monday, August 31, 2020 (E-64):  End of the all supplemental VIG content (with BLTS 
translations) 20-day public display period. The English supplemental statewide Voter Information Guide 
goes to press and provided to translator for translation into 9 languages. 
  
Saturday, September 19, 2020 (E-45):  Last day to provide Voter Information Guides to counties. 
  

mailto:jschwab@sos.ca.gov
mailto:jschwab@sos.ca.gov


Thursday, September 24, 2020 (E-40):  Must begin mailing Voter Information Guides to voters.  Counties 
begin mailing sample ballots 
 
 
James Schwab  
Chief Deputy Secretary of State  
Office of Secretary of State Alex Padilla 
 

 
From: Perez, Edson <Edson.Perez@sen.ca.gov> 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2020 3:54 PM 
To: Schwab, James <JSchwab@sos.ca.gov> 
Cc: Reardon, Stacey <Stacey.Reardon@asm.ca.gov>; Mok, Tiffany <TMok@sos.ca.gov>; Chesin, Darren 
<Darren.Chesin@SEN.CA.GOV>; ethan.jones@asm.ca.gov <ethan.jones@asm.ca.gov> 
Subject: RE: Legislative Ballot Measure Deadline  
  
 
Hi James and all. Do you have any updates on the calendar for a supplemental VIG or anything else 
related to legislative ballot measures? 
  
Thank you, 
Edson 
  
From: Schwab, James <JSchwab@sos.ca.gov>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 10:50 AM 
To: Perez, Edson <Edson.Perez@sen.ca.gov> 
Cc: Reardon, Stacey <Stacey.Reardon@asm.ca.gov>; Mok, Tiffany <TMok@sos.ca.gov>; Chesin, Darren 
<Darren.Chesin@SEN.CA.GOV>; Jones, Ethan <Ethan.Jones@asm.ca.gov> 
Subject: Legislative Ballot Measure Deadline 
  
  
Below is the calendar for a legislative ballot measure to make it into the Statewide Voter Information 
Guide. So any legislative measure must be chaptered by midnight on 7/1. We are still working on the 
calendar for a measure that would require a supplemental Voter Information Guide. The deadline would 
be 7/26 and would come with a cost of $4-6 million depending on the size of the measure. 
  
  
LATE MEASURE FOR THE NOVEMBER 3, 2020 
VOTER INFORMATION GUIDE 
  
  
Midnight, Wednesday, July 1, 2020 (E-125):  Measures must be passed by the Legislature, signed by the 
Governor, if applicable, and chaptered by the Secretary of State by midnight on this date to be included 
in the Voter Information Guide. 
  
5:00 p.m., Tuesday, July 7, 2020 (E-119):  Arguments for and against measures must be submitted to 
the Secretary of State. 
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5:00 p.m., Saturday, July 11, 2020 (E-115):  English ballot labels and titles and summaries due from 
Attorney General and provided to translators. 
  
5:00 p.m., Sunday, July 12, 2020 (E-114):  Arguments exchanged between authors. 
  
5:00 p.m., Tuesday, July 14, 2020 (E-112):  Translations of ballot labels and titles and summaries due 
and provided to advisory body. 
  
5:00 p.m., Wednesday, July 15, 2020 (E-111):  Feedback on translations of ballot labels and titles and 
summaries due from advisory body and provided to translators. 
  
5:00 p.m., Thursday, July 16, 2020 (E-110):  Rebuttals and 50-word summaries due. 
  
5:00 p.m., Saturday, July 18, 2020 (E-108):  Legislative analysis, “yes/no” statements, text, and final 
translations of ballot label and title and summary due. 
  
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 (E-105):  Late legislation on public display on schedule with the rest of the Voter 
Information Guide in order to meet printing deadline of August 10, 2020. 
  
5:00 p.m., Monday, August 10, 2020 (E-85):  End of public display.  Voter Information Guide goes to 
press. 
  
Saturday, September 19, 2020 (E-45):  Last day to provide Voter Information Guides to counties. 
  
Thursday, September 24, 2020 (E-40):  Must begin mailing Voter Information Guides to voters.  Counties 
begin mailing sample ballots. 
  
Tuesday, October 13, 2020 (E-21):  Must complete mailing of Voter Information Guides to 
voters.  Counties complete mailing of sample ballots. 
  
  
James Schwab 
Chief Deputy Secretary of State  
Office of Secretary of State Alex Padilla 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXHIBIT G 



2020  TENTATIVE LEGISLATIVE CALENDAR  
COMPILED  BY  THE OFFICE OF  THE SECRETARY  OF  THE SENATE  

 Revised May 6, 2020

DEADLINES  

Jan. 1   Statutes  take  effect (Art.  IV, Sec.  8(c)).  

Jan. 6   Legislature  Reconvenes (J.R.  51(a)(4)).   

Jan. 10     Budget must be submitted by Governor (Art. IV, Sec. 12(a)). 

Jan. 17  Last day for policy committees to hear and report to fiscal committees  

 fiscal bills introduced  in  their  house  in  the  odd-numbered  year  

 (J.R.  61(b)(1).   

Jan. 20     Martin Luther King, Jr. Day. 

Jan. 24  Last day for any committee to hear and report to the floor bills 

     introduced in that house in the odd-numbered year (J.R. 61(b)(2)). 

.               Last day to submit bill requests to the Office of Legislative 

 Counsel.  

Jan. 31     Last day  for each house to pass bills introduced  in that house in the 

 odd-numbered  year  (Art.  IV,  Sec.  10(c)),  (J.R.  61(b)(3)).  

Feb. 17     Presidents’   Day. 

Feb. 21     Last day for bills to be  introduced  (J.R. 61(b)(4)), (J.R. 54(a)). 

Mar. 16    Legislature in recess, ACR 189, Resolution Chapter 15, Statutes of 2020 

Mar. 27     Cesar Chavez Day observed 

May 11     Senate Reconvenes  

May 25     Memorial Day 

May 29    Last day for policy committees to hear and report to fiscal  committees 

   fiscal bills  introduced in their house (J.R. 61(b)(5)).  

*Holiday schedule subject to Senate Rules

committee approval.
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JANUARY 

S M T W TH F S 

1 2 3 4 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

26 27 28 29 30 31 

 

       

 

       

       

      

       

FEBRUARY 

S M T W TH F S 

1 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

23 24 25 26 27 28 29 

 

       

       

       

      

      

   

MARCH 

S M T W TH F S 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

29 30 31 

     

  

 

       

    

       

       

    

      

APRIL 

S M T W TH F S 

1 2 3 4 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

26 27 28 29 30 

     

  

   

 

       

  

       

       

       

       

 

MAY 

S M T W TH F S 

1 2 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

31 



  
      

2020 TENTATIVE LEGISLATIVE CALENDAR 
COMPILED BY THE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF THE SENATE 

Revised May 6, 2020

June 5     Last day for policy committees   to hear and report to the floor non-fiscal bills 
introduced in their house (J.R. 61(b)(6). Last day for policy committees to 
meet prior to June 8 (J.R. 61(b)(7)). 

June 15    Budget  Bill must be passed  by midnight (Art. IV, Sec. 12(c)(3)). 

June 19    Last day for fiscal committees   to hear and report to the floor bills introduced 
  in their house (J.R. 61(b)(8)). Last day for fiscal committees to meet prior to 

June 29 (J.R.61(b)(9)). 

June 22-26  Floor Session Only. No committees, other than conference or Rules 

committees, may meet for any purpose (J.R. 61(b)(10)). 

June 25    Last day for a legislative measure to qualify for the 

November 3 General Election ballot (Election code Sec. 9040). 

June 26   Last day for each house to pass bills introduced in that house  (J.R. 61(b)(11)).  

July 2   Summer  Recess  begins upon  adjournment provided  

 Budget Bill  has been  passed  (J.R.  51(b)(2)).    

July 3  Independence  Day  observed.  

July 13   Legislature reconvenes from Summer Recess (J.R. 51(b)(2)).  

July 31     Last day for policy committees to hear and report fiscal bills to fiscal 

committees (J.R. 61(b)(13)).  

August 7   Last day for policy committees to meet and report bills 

 (J.R.  61(b)(14)).  

Aug. 14    Last day for fiscal  committees to meet and report bills  

 (J.R.  61(b)(15)).  

Aug. 17  –   31  Floor Session only.  No committees, other than conference 

 and  Rules committees, may meet for any purpose (J.R. 61(b)(16)).  

Aug. 21     Last day to amend bills  on the Floor (J.R. 61(b)(17)). 

Aug. 31  Last day  for each  house  to  pass  bills, except bills that  take  effect  

 Immediately  or bills in  Extraordinary  Session  (Art.  IV, Sec.  10(c)),   

 (J.R.  61(b)(18)).  Final recess  begins upon  adjournment (J.R.  51(b)(3)).  

IMPORTANT DATES OCCURRING  DURING  FINAL  RECESS  

*Holiday schedule subject to Senate Rules committee approval.

2020  

Sept. 30 Last day for  Governor to sign or veto bills  passed by the Legislature before  

Sept. 1 and in the Governor’s possession on or after Sept. 1 (Art. IV, Sec. 10(b)(2)).   
Nov. 3 General Election  
Nov. 30  Adjournment Sine Die  at midnight (Art. IV, Sec. 3(a)).  
Dec. 7  12 m. convening of 2021-22 R egular Session (Art.  IV, Sec. 3(a)).  

2021  

Jan. 1 Statutes take effect (Art. IV, Sec. 8(c)).  

Jan. 4  Legislature reconvenes (JR 51(a)(1)).  
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JUNE 

S M T W TH F S 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 

28 29 30 

 

       

    

       

       

       

      

JULY 

S M T W TH F S 

1 2 3 4 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

26 27 28 29 30 31 

AUGUST  

S  M  T  W  TH  F  S  

1  

2  3  4  5  6  7  8  

9  10  11  12  13  14  15  

16  17  18  19  20  21  22  

24 25 26 27 28 23       29  

30  31  



2020 TENTATIVE ASSEMBLY LEGISLATIVE CALENDAR 
COMPILED BY THE OFFICE OF THE ASSEMBLY CHIEF CLERK 

Revised 5-6-20 

DEADLINES 
Jan. 1   Statutes take effect (Art. IV, Sec. 8(c)). 

Jan. 6   Legislature reconvenes (J.R. 51(a)(4)). 

Jan. 10    Budget must be submitted by Governor (Art. IV, Sec. 12(a)). 

Jan. 17 Last day for policy committees to hear and report to fiscal committees 
fiscal bills introduced in their house in the odd-numbered year 
(J.R. 61(b)(1)). 

Jan. 20 Martin Luther King, Jr. Day. 

Jan. 24 Last day for any committee to hear and report to the floor bills introduced 
in that house in the odd-numbered year. (J.R. 61(b)(2)).  Last day to submit 
bill requests to the Office of Legislative Counsel. 

Jan. 31 Last day for each house to pass bills introduced in that house in the odd-
numbered year (J.R. 61(b)(3)) (Art. IV, Sec. 10(c)). 

S M T W TH F S 

1 2 3 4 

Wk. 1 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Wk. 2 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

Wk. 3 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

Wk. 4 26 27 28 29 30 31 

JANUARY 

FEBRUARY 
S M T W TH F S 

Wk. 4 1 
Wk. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Wk. 2 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Wk. 3 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

Wk. 4 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 

Feb. 17   Presidents' Day. 

Feb. 21   Last day for bills to be introduced (J.R. 61(b)(4), J.R. 54(a)). 

MARCH 

S M T W TH F S 

Wk. 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Wk. 2 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

Wk. 3 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

Wk. 4 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

Wk. 1 29 30 31 

Mar. 3 Primary Election. 

Mar. 20 Joint Recess begins upon adjournment (A.C.R. 189, Resolution Chapter 15, 
Statutes of 2020). 

Mar. 27 Cesar Chavez Day observed. 

APRIL 
S M T W TH F S 

Wk. 1 1 2 3 4 
Spring 
Recess 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Wk. 2 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
Wk. 3 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
Wk. 4 26 27 28 29 30 

MAY 
S M T W TH F S 

Wk. 4 1 2 

Wk. 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Wk. 2 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

Wk. 3 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

Wk. 4 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

Wk. 1 31 

May 4 Assembly reconvenes from Joint Recess (A.C.R. 189, Resolution 
Chapter 15, Statutes of 2020). 

May 22 Last day for policy committees to hear and report to fiscal committees 
fiscal bills introduced in the Assembly (J.R. 61(b)(5)). 

May 25 Memorial Day. 

May 29 Last day for policy committees to hear and report to the floor nonfiscal       
bills introduced in the Assembly (J.R. 61(b)(6)). 

*Holiday schedule subject to final approval by Rules Committee. Page 1 of 2 
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2020 TENTATIVE ASSEMBLY LEGISLATIVE CALENDAR 
COMPILED BY THE OFFICE OF THE ASSEMBLY CHIEF CLERK 

Revised 5-6-20 

JUNE 

S M T W TH F S 
Wk. 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Wk. 2 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

No 
Hrgs. 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Summer 
Recess 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 

Summer 
Recess 28 29 30 

June 5 Last day for fiscal committees to hear and report to the floor bills 
introduced in the Assembly (J.R. 61 (b)(8)). 

June 15 Budget Bill must be passed by midnight (Art. IV, Sec. 12(c)). 

June 15-19 Assembly Floor session only.  No committee may meet for any 
purpose except for Rules Committee, bills referred pursuant to 
Assembly Rule 77.2, and Conference Committees (J.R. 61(b)(10)). 

June 19 Last day for the Assembly to pass bills introduced in that house 
(J.R. 61(b)(11)). 

Summer Recess begins for the Assembly upon adjournment, provided 
Budget Bill has been passed (J.R. 51(b)(2)). 

June 25 Last day for a legislative measure to qualify for the Nov. 3 General 
Election ballot (Elections Code Sec. 9040). 

JULY 
S M T W TH F S 

Summer 
Recess 1 2 3 4 

Summer 
Recess 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Wk. 3 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
Wk. 4 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
Wk. 1 26 27 28 29 30 31 

July 3  Independence Day observed. 

July 13    Legislature reconvenes from Summer Recess (J.R. 51(b)(2)). 

July 31 Last day for policy committees to hear and report fiscal bills to fiscal 
committees (J.R. 61(b)(13). 

AUGUST 
S M T W TH F S 

Wk. 1 1 

Wk. 2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Wk. 3 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
No 

Hrgs. 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
No 

Hrgs. 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
No 

Hrgs 30 31 

Aug. 7 Last day for policy committees to meet and report bills (J.R. 61(b)(14)).  

Aug. 14   Last day for fiscal committees to meet and report bills (J.R. 61(b)(15)). 

Aug. 17 – 31 Floor session only. No committee may meet for any purpose except 
Rules Committee, bills referred pursuant to Assembly Rule 77.2, and 
Conference Committees (J.R. 61(b)(16)). 

Aug. 21 Last day to amend bills on the floor (J.R. 61(b)(17)). 

Aug. 31   Last day for each house to pass bills (Art. IV, Sec 10(c), J.R. 61(b)(18)).  
Final Recess begins upon adjournment (J.R. 51(b)(3)). 

IMPORTANT DATES OCCURRING DURING FINAL RECESS 

2020 
Sept. 30 Last day for Governor to sign or veto bills passed by the Legislature before Sept. 1  

and in the Governor's possession on or after Sept. 1 (Art. IV, Sec. 10(b)(2)). 

Oct. 1 Bills enacted on or before this date take effect January 1, 2021.  (Art. IV, Sec. 8(c)). 

Nov. 3 General Election. 

Nov. 30 Adjournment sine die at midnight (Art. IV, Sec. 3(a)). 

Dec. 7 2021-22 Regular Session convenes for Organizational Session at 12 noon. 
(Art. IV, Sec. 3(a)). 

2021 
Jan.  1      Statutes take effect (Art. IV, Sec. 8(c)).

*Holiday schedule subject to final approval by Rules Committee.
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